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More than ever before the success of a company heavily depends on its supply 
chain and how efficient the network. A supply chain needs to be configured in such a 
manner as to minimize cost while still maintaining a good quality level to satisfy the end 
user and to be efficient, designing for the network and the whole chain is important.  
Including the cost of quality into the process of designing the network can be rewording 
and revealing. In this research the concept of cost of quality as a performance measure 
was integrated into the supply chain network designing process for a supply chain 
concerned with multi products multi components. This research discusses how this supply 
chain can be mathematically modeled, solutions for the resulted model and finally studied 
the effect of the inclusion of the quality as a parameter on the result of the deigning 
process. Nonlinear mixed integer mathematical model was developed for the problem and 
for solving the model two solutions based on Genetic algorithm and Tabu Search were 
developed and compared. The results and analysis show that the solution based on the 
Genetic algorithm outperforms the Tabu Search based solution especially in large size 
problems. In addition, the analysis showed that the inclusion of the cost of quality into the 
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 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
In today's business environment, organizations no longer compete as independent individual 
firms but as supply chains. Efficient Management of supply chains is one of the most critical issues 
facing management and organizations. According to (Min & Zhou, 2002), the main processes in 
supply chain are acquiring raw materials and parts, transforming raw materials and parts into 
finished products, adding value to these products, distributing products to customers, and 
facilitate information exchange among these entities. The main objective of a supply chain is to 
maximize the overall value generated (Chopra & Meindl, 2001). For a supply chain to be efficient, 
designing for the network and the whole chain is important. A supply chain needs to be configured 
in such a manner as to minimize cost while still maintaining a good quality level to satisfy the end 
user. Researchers have produced extensive literature in the field of supply chain network design. 
Issues such as location of facilities, allocation of customer demand to different facilities, number 
of echelons, multi-commodity, multi-period planning, inventory accumulation, production, and 
distribution issues were the focus of research and they were investigated separately and in 
combination. Supply chain network design is an important problem and attracts the attention of 
many researchers. Many methods have been used to address such a design problem. However, 
the most convenient method to model this problem is via Mathematical Programming. A supply 
chain network design model aims at determining the location of production, stocking, sourcing 






Most companies have realized that maximizing the performance measure of one function may 
lead to less than optimal performance for the whole organization (Lummus & Vokurka, 1999). 
Thus, it is important to consider, when minimizing operating costs, that the overall quality level 
has not been affected, this makes it important to include the cost of quality for the whole supply 
chain and by analyzing the interrelationships of quality among different business entities. A quality 
cost is defined as the expenditure incurred by the producer, by the user and by the community, 
associated with the quality of a product or a service (British Standards Institution, 1991). A quality 
related cost is defined as the expenditure incurred in defect prevention and appraisal activities 
plus the losses due to internal and external failure (British Standards Institution, 1991). Another 
definition by The American Society of Quality (ASQ) Cost of poor quality (COPQ): The costs 
associated with providing poor quality products or services. There are four categories: internal 
failure costs (costs associated with defects found before the customer receives the product or 
service), external failure costs (costs associated with defects found after the customer receives 
the product or service), appraisal costs (costs incurred to determine the degree of conformance 
to quality requirements) and prevention costs (costs incurred to keep failure and appraisal costs 
to a minimum). (Asq.org, 2016). According to the same organization Cost of quality (COQ): 
Another term for COPQ. It is considered by some to be synonymous with COPQ but is considered 
by others to be unique. While the two concepts emphasize the same ideas, some disagree as to 
which concept came first and which categories are included in each. 
Moreover, quality related costs are defined as those costs incurred in ensuring and 
assuring satisfactory quality as well as the losses incurred when satisfactory quality is not 
achieved. According to (Campanella, 1990), quality costs include Prevention, Appraisal and 
Failure costs which consists of internal and external failure costs and Total quality costs. “Cost of 





chain models.” (Ramudhin, Alzaman & Bulgak, 2008).  Although the concept of COQ goes back 
to the 1930s, it is not considered as a common performance measure in supply chain modeling 
(Srivastava, 2008). Supply chain network design problems have received great attention of 
researchers on the basis of operation costs. However, limited work discusses the integration of 
COQ into the supply chain network design. “While supply chain network design problems have 
been addressed before by a fair number of researchers on the basis of operation costs, the idea 
of incorporating the cost of quality into the network design is nonexistent in research.” (Ramudhin, 
Alzaman & Bulgak, 2008). 
Since then, number of researchers focused and worked on the issue of integrating COQ 
into supply chain. One of the studies in this area is by (Ramudhin, Alzaman & Bulgak, 2008). In 
their work they developed a model that represents a single product, three echelon system with 
the objective of minimization the overall operational and quality costs. However, in this work, a 
number of assumptions were introduced to reduce the complexity of the model and testing small 
model to allow solution through common industrial software, such as Lingo. In this model, COQ 
was modeled at the suppliers only and the researchers suggested future work that model COQ 
at both supplier and plants simultaneously. Another area suggested by the researcher is to 
address a multi-product sourcing and distribution network. Another work done in the area by 
(CastilloVillar, 2011) in which the COQ integrated in the supply chain model and computed for a 
whole supply chain. The COQ model developed in this work computes COQ for the whole supply 
chain considering the interdependencies among business entities and incorporated into 
multistage single product serial supply chain design problem. In this work the author suggested 
future work by extending the model to include multi supplies and multi products. In this research, 
focus will be developing a model and solution procedure for incorporating QOC into the designing 





1.2 Problem Statement 
In practice, it is rarely found that a supply chain deals with only one product. Usually different 
products or commodities are flowing in the entire supply chain. So designing an efficient supply 
chain design for manufacturing should consider multi products. Another feature is considering 
multi suppliers. In many cases firms plan for relying on multiple suppliers instead of only one. This 
is because suppliers may have a limited capacity. Additionally, companies find that relying on one 
supplier may be risky for reliability of the network, political issues and other reasons. Another 
issue is optimizing the network for a single product may result in non-optimal settings of the 
network when considering other products. Moreover, a product usually consists of a number of 
components and including this feature will make the model more realistic than previous models 
that assume product is consisted of one component. Another feature was considering multi 
suppliers. In many cases firms plan for relying on multiple supplier instead of only one. There are 
number of reasons for this, for example, suppliers may have a limited capacity or companies may 
find that relying on one supplier may be risky for reliability of the network.  
Small and medium manufacturing companies that do not utilize high technology, highly automated 
machinery, production lines and which are not facing high safety and reliability concerns may not 
operate at 100% quality level, especially at early stages. Operating at perfect quality level is costly 
and requires time, so finding an optimal defective rate for startup plant should give an idea to 
managers to design a feasible operation policy that ensures acceptable quality level and at the 
same time take into account the organization limited resources. 
Putting the limitations of the previous models in the literature into consideration,  the 
problem which this research addresses is developing a mathematical model that incorporates 





components. The model will provide optimal selection of suppliers. The selection will be based on 
the quantity of each component purchased from each suppliers, selection of which plant to be 
supplied from, suggest an optimal defective and error rate at the selected plant. The model will 
serve as tool for decision makers to help in selecting logistical routes for manufacturing firms in 
the design phase. 
 
1.3 Research Questions 
The research questions for this research are the following: 
1-How can quality costs be computed across the supply chain with multi products in a 
manufacturing industry framework? 
2-What would be the mathematical model and corresponding solution methodology for a multi-
products supply chain design problem that incorporates COQ for the manufacturing industry? 
3-How the incorporation of COQ affects the selection of the design? 
 
1.4 Research Purpose 
The purpose of this research is to develop a model for a supply chain network design that 
takes into account   COQ as a measure of performance for the entire chain and suggests efficient 
metaheuristic method to solve realistic instances. 
 
1.5 Research Objective 
The general objective of this research is to develop a supply chain model for multi-suppliers, 





while maintaining an overall acceptable quality level. Other secondary objective are: 
1- To develop an analytical model to compute the cost of quality for the whole chain of multi-
products supply chain network.  
2- To develop a multi-stage, multi-products supply chain network design which incorporates the 
cost of quality as one of the performance measures. The model will select the best combination 
of suppliers, manufacturing plan and retailer that minimize the cost while maintaining the desired 
level of quality for the whole network.  
3- To propose an efficient, effective and robust solution technique, based on metaheuristics, 
for optimizing the established model (which is expected to fall into combinatorial problems); 
and to compare the performance of the solution procedures. 
4- To compare the solution obtained from the supply chain COQ Model to the solution when COQ 
is not considered and discuss the effect of integrating the COQ into the model. 
 
1.6 Research Hypotheses 
The first hypothesis is that one of the developed solutions methodology based on 
metaheuristics is an adequate method and outperform the others in providing efficient solution to 
the supply chain model. 
The second hypothesis is the integration of the COQ in the supply chain model yields different 
routes than using the basic model (the supply chain model which does not include the cost of 







1.7 Research Limitations 
1.7.1  Limitations 
1- The model is for manufacturing organizations. 
2- The total cost is computed from the manufacturing plant perspective. 
3. The model for computing COQ is only appropriate in determining the required fraction defective 
at manufacturing and error rate at inspection to achieve maximum profit for the design of new 
logistic routes including manufacturing plants. 
4. The demand is deterministic and known. 
1.7.2 Assumptions 
-The customers' demand is deterministic. 
-The transportation costs are directly proportional to the number of units shipped. 
- Plants and retailers have unlimited capacity. 
- A single retailer can satisfy all customer demand. 
-The relevant operational costs are production, procurement, transportation from supplier to 
manufacturing plant, transportation from manufacturing plant to retailer, and fixed cost for 
operating the plant. 
-All defective products are returned by customers and accounted as external failure costs. 
 
1.8  Relevance of this research 
This research is relevant to both academia and industry. According to (Srivastava, 2008) there 
is a need for a quantitative performance measure that can address quality in the supply chain. 
Although, currently there are some limited works in this area, none of which discussed the problem 





incorporating COQ into multi-products supply chain modeling and design. Second, the practical 
implications are that manufacturing companies can use the model to design a logistic route that 
maximizes profit while maintaining the best overall quality level. Third, to evaluate the impact of 
investment in quality to increase overall profits. 
1.8.1 Benefits of this Research 
1. An updated literature review about the cost of quality and its integration into supply chain will 
presented. 
2. A model for computing COQ in multi-stage multi-products supply chain will developed. 
3. Mathematical model in the form of Mixed-integer nonlinear model for optimizing multi-product 
supply chain, with integrated COQ, will be developed. 
4. An efficient solution procedure for the mathematical model for a realistic instance will be 
presented. 
5. The outcome of this research will enable managers and engineers to evaluate the impact of 
quality on profitability and act accordingly. 
 
1.9 The Structure of the Dissertation 
This dissertation consists of eight chapters. The contents of each chapter and its brief 
contributions are summarized below:  
 Chapter 1: An introduction. This chapter introduces the significance of Supply chain 
management (SCM) and the role of the inventory management. Inventory policy and its problems 
as a major concern in the inventory management is further discussed and the need for further 





indicated while the aims and the significance of the research are clarified. The overall objective 
of this chapter is to present the underpinning rationale.  
 Chapter 2: A literature review. This chapter provides a review of COQ models, COQ as 
performance measure across supply chain network, supply chain network modeling, and 
integrating COQ into supply chain models. Major findings of the review are then presented. The 
shortfalls of current research that will be addressed throughout this research are raised.  
 Chapter 3: Research Methodology. This chapter outlines the formal problem and the 
scope of this research, the rational for the research, and methodology used for addressing the 
problem. 
 Chapter 4 Modelling and Optimization. This chapter examines various modelling 
approaches in literature to the justification of the selection of Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 
(MINLP) as the best-suited modelling approach to adopt. A survey of different solution 
approaches is then conducted, including exact algorithms, heuristics and meta-heuristics. 
 Chapter 5: Development of the model. The main objective of this chapter is to establish a 
new mathematical model. This chapter presents the main procedure for the development of a 
mathematical model for cost of quality. It contains a detailed description of the supply chain 
structure, the quality decisions at each echelon and the method for integrating the cost of quality 
across the supply chain. In addition, the parameters and the decision variables of the model are 
defined. The assumptions that underline the proposed model are then summarized. Then the 
development of the mathematical model representing the total cost of an integrated cost of quality 
into multi-suppliers, multi-products supply chain network is presented.  
 Chapters 6: Solution Methods. This chapter establishes the development of solution 





presents process of development of two algorithms and propose and demonstrate an efficient 
procedure for solving the developed model. 
 Chapter 7: Instance Generation. This chapter describes how the problem classes and test 
instances were created.  
 Chapter 8: Results and Analysis. This chapter presents the discussion about the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution methods by comparing the solution 
procedures based on metaheuristics with exhaustive enumeration for three problem sizes: small, 
medium, and large. In addition, the main hypotheses of this research are tested. 
 Chapter 9: Conclusion. This chapter summarizes the outcome to this research and its 


















 CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Background on Cost of Quality 
2.1.1 Definition of Cost of Quality 
In recent years, and as a result of the growing competition, organizations started to 
improve their systems and search for new ways to produce higher quality products while reducing 
the operation costs.  In order to improve quality, an organization must take into account the costs 
associated with achieving targeted quality.  Since the objective of continuous improvement 
programs is not only to meet customer requirements, but do so while producing products at their 
lowest cost. This requires reducing the costs needed to achieve quality, and the reduction of such 
costs is only possible if they are identified and measured. Therefore, measuring and reporting the 
cost of quality (COQ) should be considered by managers (Schiffauerova & Thomson, 2006). 
Although there is no general agreement on a single definition of quality cost (COQ), it is usually 
postulated as the cost of conformance and nonconformance. According to (Crosby, 1979) the 
COQ is the sum of price of conformance (POC) and nonconformance (PONC) respectively. The 
cost of conformance is the cost associated with measures taken by the organization to prevent 
poor quality and failed products such as the cost of quality inspection and appraisal. The cost of 
non-conformance is the cost incurred as result of poor quality and failed products such as the 
cost of rework, scrap, and loss of customers. 
2.1.2 Cost of Quality Models 
According to (Harrington, 2002) Feigenbaum, in 1943, first devised a quality costing 





quality costing, the economics of quality and the graphical form of the COQ model. He highlighted 
the traditional tradeoff that contrasts prevention plus appraisal costs with failure costs. The 
objective of a COQ system is to find the level of quality that minimizes total cost of quality. 
According to the model, after the optimum point any activity targeting reduction of failure only 
increases the total cost. Many researchers worked in developing models and approaches to 
measure the COQ. 
 Different studies have classified the models of COQ into Prevention Appraisal and Failure 
(PAF) Crosby model, opportunity cost models, and process cost models and ABC models and 
others. However, researcher such as Plunkett and Dale (1988) discussed the inconsistency 
among different COQ models. In their paper, they provide a critique of some of the economic cost 
of quality models. They started by classifying models into five different categories. The general 
idea underlying all models is the investment in prevention and appraisal activities will generate a 
return form the reduction of the failure costs, and that further investment in the prevention activities 
will bring a reward from reducing the appraisal costs. However, according to the authors, there 
are significant differences between some of the models.  In comparing the models, the authors 
found that different models used different quality cost elements. For instance, cost of quality can 
be divided into three categories of prevention, appraisal, and failure costs; it is sometimes divided 
into two such as prevention/ appraisal versus failure costs, prevention cost versus appraisal/ 
failure costs, quality control costs versus failure costs, and internal quality cost versus external 
quality cost.  Accordingly, one might claim that the return on investment was exaggerated in the 
proposed models. It should be noted that despite the aforementioned differences in COQ, 
Plaunkett and Dale (1988) stated that the Feigenbaum’s Prevention-Appraisal-Failure (PAF) 
classification is prominent in the literature. The following paragraphs provide a summary of some 





2.1.2.1 Juran’s Model 
Dr. J.M Juran was one of the earliest writers about quality. In his book “Hand book of 
Quality” (1951) general concepts of quality were discussed and a conceptual- graphical COQ 
model was presented. His model is considered to be the foundation for other more recent models. 
Figure 2.1 demonstrates graphically Juran’s cost of quality model.  Juran (1951) classified the 
cost of quality into avoidable quality costs and unavoidable quality costs.  He described the 
avoidable quality cost as the cost that can be tackled by eliminating defects in the system. 
Unavoidable costs, according to Juran, are manufacturing cost necessary to meet specification, 
inspection and quality costs. However, he stresses that much work is to be conducted in 
inspection and quality control. He described the model behavior as “Increased conformance 
reduces the losses due to defects”. However, the cost of the controls needed for greater 
conformance rises geometrically as perfection is approached. The optimum is always short of 
perfection”.  He claimed that achieving 100% quality level will cause the total cost and the cost of 
quality control to increase infinitely. Juran introduced the concept of value of quality and he 
defined it as the value inherent in the design and the value inherent in conformance to that design. 
Moreover, he highlighted the idea that the problem with quality is in achieving the balance 
between the two quantities, the cost of quality and the value of quality for each quality 
characteristic. However, later in his revised model he stated that 100% quality level can be 
reached at a finite cost and the inspection process can be eliminated.   
2.1.2.2 Lesser’s Model 
Another contribution to the COQ is the work by Lesser (1954). One of the main focus of 
Lesser’s work is the illustration of the importance of quantifying quality costs as measure to justify 






Figure 2.1: Economics of quality of Conformance Juran (1951) 
 
(Castillo-Villar, Smith et al.2012, Sandoval Chávez & Beruvides, 1998). Additionally, Lesser 
categorized the costs of quality to identified and hidden costs. He further divided the identified 
cost into the costs of scrap, rework, inspection, test, customer complaints and quality control. He 
also divided the hidden costs into the cost of extra work due to poor quality planning, production 
delay, shipping delay, and loss of business due to a poor quality and inherent product design 
weakness (Castillo-Villar, Smith et al.2012, Sandovalchávez & Beruvides, 1998). Another 
contribution of Lesser was relating the quality cost into elements in the income statement such as 
direct materials, direct labor and overhead (Banasik, 2009).  
2.1.2.3 PAF Model. 
This model was developed by (Feigenbaum, 1991). In his approach, he categorized the 
cost of quality into prevention and appraisal failure (PAF). Prevention Cost includes the cost that 
are related to design for quality, investment in and running cost of quality systems. Those cost 





materials, intermediate products, final products and services to ensure conformance. Failure cost 
is the cost incurred as result of failure, and it consists of two parts. 
A. Internal failure cost which occurs in the failed work and products that are detected before being 
either moved or shipped to customers. 
B. External failure cost mainly occurs as the poor products are detected after being transferred to 
customers. 
The PAF Model is considered a classical model of quality cost and it has been almost 
universally accepted for quality cost. The basic suppositions of the model are that investment in 
prevention and appraisal activities will reduce failure costs, and that further investment in 
prevention activities will reduce appraisal costs (Hwang & Aspinwall, 1996). This has been 
adopted by the American Society for Quality Control and the British Standard Institute (BS 6143 
pt.2), and according to (Porter & Rayner, 1992) it is employed by most of the companies which 
use quality costing. List of the cost of the quality elements is provided in Table 2.1. 
2.1.2.4 Crosby Model. 
This model was developed by (Crosby, 1979) and it is similar to Juran’s PAF model. 
According to Crosby, quality is the conformance to requirements, and he defines the cost of quality 
as the sum of price of conformance and price of nonconformance. The price of conformance is 
the cost involved in making certain that things are done right the first time, which includes actual 
prevention and appraisal costs.  The price of nonconformance is the waste resulted when work  
fails to conform to requirements. COQ is calculated by counting the costs of correction, rework or 







Table 2.1: Quality cost elements 
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2.1.2.5 Harrington Model 
Based on the PAF model, Harrington (1987) proposed the term Poor Quality Cost (PQC) 
which he claimed is more adequate to measure the cost resulted from not doing things right the 
first time. He underlined that the model is for the analysis of white-collar PQC and not in 
manufacturing activities. PQC according to Harrington was defined as “all the cost incurred to 
help the employee do the job right every time and the cost of determining if the output is 
acceptable, plus any cost incurred by the company and the customer because the output did not 
meet specification and/or customer expectations”. 
Harrington classified the PQC into direct and indirect PQCs. The direct PQC is further 
divided into controllable which consists of prevention, appraisal, and resultant which consists of 
internal and external errors. Indirect costs are the costs incurred by customer dissatisfaction. 
According to Harrington, the model differs from the original quality concepts by the replacement 
of the term defect with errors which he claimed that will help in gaining more acceptance in the 
white-collar areas. In addition, the costs customers incurred and non-value-added costs are 
considered. Figure 2.2 shows Harrington PQC model. According to the model an increase in the 
controllable cost will reduce the resultant and customer incurred costs.  
2.1.2.6 The Process Cost Model 
In this model, the focus is on the process not on the products or services. This model was 
developed by (Ross, 1977) and used for the application of quality costing by (Marsh, 1989). 
Process cost is the total cost of conformance and nonconformance for a particular process. The 
cost of conformance is the actual process cost of producing products or services for the first time 
to the required standards by a given specified process, whereas cost of nonconformance is the 





helps in determining whether high nonconformance costs point out the requirement for further 
expenditure on failure prevention activities or whether excessive conformance costs indicate the 
need for a process redesign (Porter and Rayner, 1992). 
 
Figure 2.2: Harrington PQC model (Harrington 1987) 
 
2.1.2.7 Activity Based Costing (ABC) Model. 
This model developed by (Cooper, R., 1988) to account for the inadequacy of the current 
accounting systems in dealing with and reporting quality measurements. According to (Merino, 
1988) existing systems do not provide appropriate quality related data about the benefits of 
improving quality projects. Traditional cost accounting does not account for activities instead they 
account for categories. This leads to various COQ components to be estimated, and according to 
(Tsai, 1998) there is no agreed on method on how to allocate overheads to COQ elements. In 






2.1.2.8 Juran’s revised Model 
As mentioned earlier Juran’s (1956) trade of model suggests that there is a quality 
economic point and achieving perfection requires infinite total quality cost. However, during the 
1980s studies showed that the model is not completely valid. Deming (1986) challenged this idea 
and he claimed that “Cost of selling bad quality products is too high that the best quality cost point 
is where we have zero defects, thus it is not required to measure quality cost and we have to 
produce zero defects”. Schneiderman (1986) also stated that the minimum quality cost could lie 
at zero defects if the incremental cost of achieving a quality level of 100% is less than that 
incremental return from the improvement. Schneiderman (1986) also claimed that the right way 
to view quality cost improvement is in the basis of incremental economics.  
In response, Juran and Gryna (1993) revised the economic trade-off model. In the revised 
model they stated that achieving a quality level of 100% can be done in a finite conformance 
costs. However, they limited this model to high technological and highly automated companies 
and industries that have high safety or liability concerns.  Moreover, Juran and Gryna (1993) 
stated that “while perfection is a goal for the long run, it does not follow that perfection is the most 
economical goal for the short run, or for every situation” and that the minimal point would move 
close to zero defects if opportunity costs are included in the failure costs. This model was also 
challenged by Freiesleben (2004)  in which he argued that there is no economic level of quality 
and investing in prevention can always be justified if the time horizon extends far enough into the 
future  (Castillo-Villar, Smith et al.2012). However, Juran’s model still provides a frame of 
reference for quality improvement in many industries. The classic view in short time horizon was 
validated by Burgess (1996) in a quality cost simulation study in which the results suggests that 





model is justifiable. Ittner (1996) also validated the revised model through an empirical study. The 
comparison of classic and revised model is shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Classic COQ trade off Model VS Revised Model (Schiffauerova, Thomson 2006) 
 
2.1.2.9 Opportunity and Intangible Cost Models 
In this group, a number of models have been developed to address the intangible cost 
resulted from poor quality. The tangible cost is considered as profits not earned because of lost 
customers and reduction in revenue owing to nonconformance. One model was developed by 
(Sandoval-Chávez & Beruvides, 1998). In this model, the opportunity losses are incorporated into 
the traditional PAF quality costs. The total COQ is expressed as revenue lost and profit not earned 
and the opportunity losses according to this model consist of three parts: underutilization of 
installed capacity, inadequate material handling, and poor delivery of service. Another work is 
reported by (Modarress & Ansari, 1987) in which they expanded the PAF model by including the 
cost of inefficient resource utilization and quality design cost. Figure 2.4 shows the COQ 






Figure 2.4:  COQ considering opportunity costs (Sandovalchávez & Beruvides, 1998) 
 
2.2 Supply Chain Management 
In today’s individual entities no longer compete independently, but rather as integral part of a 
network. Globalization of economies, and ease of communication, increase of the cost of 
manufacturing, limitation of resources, and short product life cycle among others are some factors 
that led to the rise of supply chain concept. Supply chain is referred to the integration of multiple 
organizations in order to achieve their goals more efficiently and effectively. There are many 
definitions for the concept.  One definition by Beamon (1998) is the integrated of processes 
wherein a number of different entities such as suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers. 
Those entities work together with the objective of: (1) acquire raw materials, (2) convert these raw 
materials into specified final products, and (3) deliver these final products to customers. This chain 





Issues such as performance, design and analysis of supply chain as whole has been gaining 
increase attention recently among researchers and practitioners (Beamon 1998). Those issues 
are important to minimize the total cost while maintaining acceptable level of quality. Managing 
the supply chain became a critical issue for the success of businesses nowadays. Businesses 
must understand the customers need and improve any parts in the supply chain that is not 
competitive. There are many definitions for supply chain management in the literature, among 
them, the one given by (Thomas & Griffin, 1996) that supply chain management (SCM) is the 
management of material and information flows both in and out between facilities, such as 
suppliers, plants, and distribution centers. Another definition is that given by (Handfield & Nichols, 
1999) “The supply chain encompasses all activities associated with the flow and transformation 
of goods from raw materials stage (extraction), through to the end user, as well as the associated 
information flows. Material and information flow both up and down the supply chain. Supply chain 
management (SCM) is the integration of these activities through improved supply chain 
relationships, to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.” 
 
2.2.1 Supply Chain Network Design 
Supply chain management is one of the most important and critical issues facing 
organizations. Supply chain network refers to the integrated system which synchronize a series 
of inter-related processes in order to fulfill customer requirements and achieve the goals of the 
organizations involved system. Therefore, one major strategic step in achieving effective and 
efficient system is the efficient design. Supply chain network design (SCND) is to establish an 
optimal design for efficient and effective supply chain management (Castillo-Villar, Smith et 





competitiveness introduced by the market globalization SCND problem has been gaining in 
importance (Thomas & Griffin, 1996). 
Many methods have been used to address the problem of supply chain design. The most 
convenient method is to model the problem by Mathematical Programming. Studies in the supply 
chain network design have been surveyed by number of researchers and one classification of the 
supply chain management in literature is given by Hübner (2007) and represented in table 2.2. 
 
2.2.2 Supply chain Network Design problems 
A number of models exist in the SND area concerned with modeling multi-products supply 
chain. In this section some examples are given. The focus was on studies in the strategic level 
and also studies that concern with multi-products supply chains network. The studies were 
classified based on the type of mathematical model approach. 
Linear programming 
Kanyalkar & Adil (2005) proposed a linear programming model for aggregated and 
detailed production and dynamic distribution planning in a multi-product and multi plant supply 
chain. The model was simple to solve but it was based on many unrealistic assumptions. 
Mixed integrate linear programming 
Arntzen, Brown, Harrison & Trafton (1995) developed a mixed-integer programing model 
for production and transport planning in which they evaluated supply chains with multiple products 
and multiple stages. The model is called global supply chain model (GSCM). The model was 






Table 2.2:  Classification of the supply chain management 
Category  Scope 
Planning horizon Single-period or multi-period 
Objective function Minimize costs, maximize profits, optimizing present values of 
expenditures or net cash flows or several objectives. 
Products Single-product or multi-product. 
Uncertainty Deterministic or stochastic. 
Functional scope Production networks, distribution networks or integrated models.  
Number of stages The number of production, distribution and location levels 
Capacity Uncapacitated or capacitated. 
Solution method Solution algorithms specifically devised for the optimization problem, 
commercial solvers or heuristics. 
Application industry General nature or customized to the needs of a specific industry. 
Geographical scope Domestic or international models 
Budget Restricted or unrestricted 
Inventory Inventory is either modeled explicitly, not at all, or only effects of 
network design alternatives on pipeline inventory are considered by 









The model's objective is to minimize cost of production and distribution subject to meeting 
estimated demand. The model is composed of comprehensively large mixed-integer linear 
programs but does include cost factors such as fixed and variable production and distribution 
costs, inventory, taxes, and duties costs. GSCM problems were solved with X-System. According 
to the study, the solver employed several nontraditional solution methods such as elastic 
constraints, row factorization, cascaded problem solution and constraint branching enumeration. 
Another mixed deterministic integer linear programming model was developed by (Karimi & 
McDonald, 1997) to solve a production and transport planning problem in the chemical industry 
in a multi-plants, multi-products and multi-period environment. The main goal was to satisfy the 
fluctuating demands and minimize the production, inventory, and transition costs. Jayaraman & 
Pirkul, (2001) developed a model that considers strategic aspects for global decision making. This 
model considers multiple commodities, multiple suppliers of raw materials, multiple factories, 
warehouses and customers with a heuristics based solution procedure. The model called 
PLANWAR was formulated as mixed integrate linear programming, then the resultant solution 
was processed through a heuristic procedure. The heuristic solution used a process generated 
from Lagrangian relaxation of the problem. Dhaenensflipo & Finke (2001) developed a mixed 
integer linear programming based planning model in a multi-firm, multi-product and multi-period 
environment. The objective was to solve simultaneously both production and distribution problem 
and a Mixed Integer Program was developed to balance the combination. The model was solved 
by commercial linear programming code (CPLEX). The model does not include the supplier’s part 
and only deals with the manufacturing plants, warehousing and customers. The model considered 
one product at a time by one manufacturing line at a time. (Amiri, 2006) considered the problem 
of designing a distribution network that involves determining the best sites of both plants and 





from the warehouses to the customers. The model was a mixed integer programming. An efficient 
heuristic solution procedure, based on Lagrangean relaxation of the problem, was developed and 
its solution was compared to optimal solution obtained by CPLEX. According to the author, the 
experimental results obtained by heuristic procedure produced a very good feasible solution 
compared to the best available ones obtained by CPLEX with significantly less CPU time. Costa 
et al. (2010) discussed the development of an efficient genetic algorithms to solve a problem of 
selecting supplier and determining the subset of plants and distribution centers as well as 
designing a distribution network strategy. The problem was concerned with single-product and 
single-period. Sadjady & Davoudpour (2012) discussed the design of a multi-commodity 
distribution net-work including multiple manufacturing plants, warehouses, and retailers. The 
location of the retailers and the demand for each product is known. The location and capacity of 
the plants and warehouses were not predetermine and were to be identified by the model. This 
model is an extension of the model proposed by (Amiri, 2006). The major modification for the 
model was the inclusion of the transportation mode selection and considering lead time as well 
as inventory holding costs. The model also considered different transportation modes. The 
objective of the model was to provide the optimal location and sizing for the plants and 
warehouses along with determining the best distribution strategy. The problem was formulated 
with mixed integer programming with the objective of minimizing total costs of the network, 
including transportation, lead times, and inventory holding costs for products, as well as opening 
and operating costs for facilities. A heuristic solution for this model was developed based on 
Lagrangian relaxation and computational experiments. These were conducted to validate the 
solution procedure for both small and large size problems. Pasandideh, Niaki &Asadi (2015) 
modeled a multi-periodic three-echelon supply chain consisting of manufacturing plants, 





to random failure. The objective was to determine the number and the locations of reliable 
warehouses, optimum number of items produced by plants, optimum quantity of products to be 
dispatched from plants to distribution centers (DCs) and from DCs to customer nodes, optimum 
inventory of products at DCs and plants, and the optimum shortage quantity of the customer 
nodes. The problem has two conflicting objectives and was formulated into a bi-objective mixed-
integer linear Programming model where the two objectives were minimization of the total cost 
while maximizing the average number of products. Multi-objective decision making (MODM) 
method was used to solve the problem using GAMS software. 
Non-linear programming  
Lee & Chan (2009) proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) to determine the appropriate 
locations for collection points to maximize the coverage of customers. They also developed a 
model to demonstrate the benefits of using a computational intelligence technique and Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) to form an integrated model for optimizing the coverage of product 
returns. The simulation results showed the ability of GA to produce good quality solutions in terms 
of coverage of collection points by choosing suitable locations for collection points with the support 
of RFID to detect the quantity of returned products so as to increase efficiency of logistics 
operations. Alzaman, Bulgak & Ramudhin (2010) developed a non-linear model to minimize the 
cost of fixed costs, production costs transportation for a company’s supply chain that has 
assignable costs that need binary representation. The model was for multi-products and single-
period. To solve the model the authors developed a solution based on simulated annealing. 
Mixed integer non-linear programming 
Diabat et al. (2013) developed a multi-stages reverse logistics network for product returns 
to minimize the total reverse logistics cost, which includes the costs of renting, carrying inventory, 





programming (MINLP) model with a genetic algorithm and artificial immune system that were 
implemented and compared. The model and solution procedures allowed for the determination of 
the optimal proximity of initial collection points to customers and also the optimal holding time for 
consolidation at these initial collection points. 
 
2.3 Incorporating COQ in supply chain network design 
2.3.1 Supply chain performance measures 
The performance measurements in supply chains are vital in order for the management 
to derive useful insights for supply chain optimization. Performance measurement gives an 
opportunity to identify key areas of a supply chain, while benchmarking helps to assess 
performance based on selected metrics (Shah and Singh, 2001). 
Numerous articles have been published on performances measurement and performance 
metrics. A literature review summary of the metrics categories that dominate the literature can be 
found in (Piotrowicz, Cuthbertson & Islei, 2016). However, it can be noted that the total cost of 
quality is not considered as a common measure for performance in supply chains. According to 
Srivastava (2008), the use of the quality measures was solely for in-house quality cost for an 
individual organization and not for the whole supply chain. Cost of quality can be an effective 
measurement system that translates the consequences of poor quality as well as the quality 
improvement programs and activities into a monetary language. Thus, it is beneficiary to integrate 
COQ into the supply chain modeling, he added. Srivastava (2008, p.194) developed a definition 
for COQ across the entire chain as “the sum of the cost incurred across a supply chain in 





ensure and evaluate that the quality requirements are being met, and any other incurred as a 
result of poor quality”.  
2.3.2  COQ in supply chain network design 
Although the concept of COQ goes back to the 1930s it is not considered as a common 
performance measure in supply chain modeling (Srivastava, 2008). Supply chain network design 
problems have received great attention by researchers in the area of operation costs but, 
incorporating the cost of quality into the network design is nonexistent in research and no work 
discusses the integration of COQ into the supply chain network design. According to (Min & Zhou, 
2002) the application of (COQ) to the supply chain is still at an evolutionary stage and most of the 
development is based on traditional cost measures. This is supported by (Ramudhin, Alzaman & 
Bulgak, 2008) statement “Cost of Quality (COQ) is such a cost indicator for quality and would be 
necessary to integrate into the supply chain models”. In their work, they developed a model that 
represented a single product, three echelon system with the objective of minimization the overall 
operational and quality costs. The study found that by adding the COQ into suppliers the solution 
was changed and the objective function improved by approximately 16%. This is because in the 
absence of the COQ terms, the model will not distinguish between suppliers based in the quality 
and the only criteria for selection was the lowest operational costs. Selection based only on 
operational costs may lead to additional non-conformance cost or rework at later stages in the 
chain. However, in this work a number of assumptions were introduced to reduce the complexity 
of the model and testing was on small models consisting of six suppliers, three plants and two 
customers. This allowed a solution to be obtained through common industrial software, such as 
Lingo. This was limiting since Lingo failed to bring about an optimal solution for large models. This 





In this model, COQ was modeled at the suppliers’ level only as a known function and the 
researchers suggested future work that model COQ at both supplier and plants simultaneously.  
Another approach suggested was to address a multi-product sourcing and distribution 
network. Research in the area by (Castillo-Villar, 2011) integrated COQ in the supply chain model 
and was computed for a whole supply chain. The COQ model developed in this work computes 
COQ for the whole supply chain considering the interdependencies among business entities and 
incorporated into multistage single product serial supply chain design problem.  Solution 
procedures based on GA and simulated annealing methods were developed and provided 
acceptable results. In this work, the author suggested future work related to extending the model 
to include multi supplies and multi products. 
 
2.4  Gap in Literature 
Although there are massive amount of literature that discusses the modeling of strategic 
supply chain network design, the use of COQ as performance measure is still at infancy stage. 
Researches highlighted the lack of research in this area, and need for more work was suggested. 
Research in modeling of supply chain network for multi-products and multi-components were 










 CHAPTER 3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
 
3.1 Research Design 
The objective of this section is to outline the research methodology of this research. 
3.1.1 Type of Research 
This research is quantitative and is based on developing models for computing COQ in 
supply chain and integrate it into a multi-stage multi-products supply chain network model with 
the objective of selecting the optimum logistic route that maximize the overall profit while 
maintaining acceptable quality level.  
3.1.2 Research Justification. 
This research will provide more knowledge about how to integrate the cost of quality into 
multi-components multi-products supply chain model in order to select optimum logistic route. 
This research provide enhancement to the current research.  
This research will deal with integrating COQ in three-stage supply chain system and 
enable selection of multiple suppliers. In contrast, existing studies mainly focus on selecting one 
supplier. This research deals with multi-products composed of multi-components which was not 
done in previous studies. The structure of the supply chain addressed in this research offers a 
closer resemblance to practical problems as many industries fit this configuration and many 
businesses are handling multi-products and require the assembly of multiple components.  
3.1.3 Research Design 
The first step in this research was formulating the analytical model for calculating the COQ 





the third step was to incorporate it in a multi-stage multi-product supply chain model. The model 
developed can be used as a decision support tool for addressing a three stages supply chain 
network design. The model is a capacitated three-stage multi-products distribution supply chain 
network design with the cost of quality incorporated in two echelons (suppliers and plants). The 
objective of the model was to select the optimal design that consists of a logistic route that 
achieves a maximum profit while maintaining an overall quality level within a supply chain at 
minimum COQ. The objective function of the model will minimize a series of costs: total cost of 
production at the supplier, total cost of transportation from suppliers to plants, cost of quality at 
the supplier and total production cost at the plant, total cost of transportation from plants to 
customers and COQ. 
The second part was solving the model developed. The nature of the problem requires 
the development of nonlinear program, where the nonlinear terms are involved in the objective 
function as well as in the constraints. Moreover, the model included binary variables. Those 
variables introduced complexity to the solving process and methods of metaheuristics were 
investigated to provide a possible optimal solution. The third part of the research was concern 
with comparing solutions from the metaheuristics methods used and evaluating the performance 
of solution procedures. To solve the model two metaheuristics algorithms were developed, the 
first was based on Genetic algorithm (GA), the second algorithm on Tabu Search (TS).  In 
addition, an exhaustive enumeration of the possible combinations was conducted followed by 
using a nonlinear optimization solver (CPLEX) to obtain an idea about the optimal solution to the 






Figure 3.1:  Research map 
 
3.2 Research Hypotheses. 
The first hypothesis was that one of the developed solution methodologies, based on 
metaheuristics, was an adequate method and outperform the others in providing efficient solution 
to the supply chain model. SM represent the solution methods and the null and the alternative 
hypothesis are 
𝐻𝑜: 𝑆𝑀1 = 𝑆𝑀2𝐻1: 𝑆𝑀1 ≠ 𝑆𝑀2 
 Statistical analysis (t-test) was used to determine whether a differenced existed in the 
effects treatment solutions. The objective was to find out whether the developed procedures 
generated solutions that are different. 





model yields a different route than using the basic model (the supply chain model which does not 
include the cost of quality). The null hypothesis was that the incorporation of cost of quality in the 
model will not affect the solution. The null and the alternative hypothesis are  
𝐻𝑜: 𝑆𝐶
𝐶𝑂𝑄 = 𝑆𝐶𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝐶𝑂𝑄  
𝐻1: 𝑆𝐶
𝐶𝑂𝑄 ≠ 𝑆𝐶𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝐶𝑂𝑄 
 
3.3  Trustworthiness and Methodological Issues 
3.3.1 Reliability 
Reliability is the extent to which an experiment, test, or any measuring procedure yields 
the same result on repeated trials. In this research measure for the variability of the solution will 
be used and reported for all problem instances. 
3.3.2 Validity 
According to the classic study by Cook and Campbell (1976) Internal validity refers 
specifically to whether an experimental treatment/condition makes a difference or not, and 
whether there is sufficient evidence to support the claim and external validity is the inference of 
the causal relationships that can be generalized to different measures, persons, settings, and 
times. In this research, the internal validity was addressed by using mathematical models in which 
the dependent variables were decided by the change of independent variables. To enhance the 
external validity of this research, realistic classes of different sizes were used in the experiments 
and statistical techniques to test the hypothesis applied. However, the model will be limited to the 






To ensure a high degree of reproducibility in this research a detailed explanation for the 
analytical expression used in calculating the COQ in the supply chain modeling is provided. Also, 
the development of the mathematical integrated model, assumptions, decision variables, 
parameters as well as the solution procedures are explained in detail. In addition, the generation 
process for the problem instances will be explained and the computer environment will be 
documented. 
3.3.4 Bias 
Bias is defined as any tendency which prevents unprejudiced consideration of a question.  
In order to avoid bias, random instances were generated and realistic ranges of the test instance 






 CHAPTER 4 MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION  
 
4.1 Introduction 
The objective of this research was to model a supply chain network with the COQ integrated 
and to propose an effective and efficient solution technique to solve it. In this chapter a survey of 
the existing mathematical models with their prospective in representing the addressed problem 
with a discussion of the methods that can be used to solve the problem is provided. 
The first part of this chapter will be about the mathematical approaches widely used in research 
and literature such as the linear programming LP, nonlinear programming NLP and mixed-integer 
nonlinear programming MINLP. The second part will present various solution technique 
categories including exact algorithms, heuristics and metaheuristics, along with an examination 
of their capabilities to solve the model developed. Then, in the last part explanation of the 
methods, Genetic Algorithm and Tabu Search used to solve the problem is given. 
 
4.2  Mathematical Representation and Modeling 
In life applications, real problems can be represented by different types of models of 
idealized representations, for example; physical models, fictional models, set-theoretic structure, 
descriptions, mathematical models or any combination of these (Frigg & Hartmann, 2012). In 
supply chain network design and optimization, the mathematical models are often used for 
describing the problem. The mathematical models typically contain decision variables, objective 






4.2.1  Linear Programming (LP) 
One important category of mathematical and optimization modeling is linear programming 
(LP) models. These are used in a variety of applications for operations design and planning 
problems that involve optimizing the allocation of limited resources among competing alternatives. 
They are also used in many distribution and supply chain management design and operations. 
LP is a formulation of minimizing or maximizing linear objective function subject to a number of 
linear constraints and nonnegative constraints (Hillier & Lieberman, 2010). The LP is widely used 
for dealing with transportation and assignment problems. LP even for large problem can be solved 
easily and this is one of the main benefits of this kind of modeling techniques. However, LP is 
unsuitable for directly representing problems where the objective function or the constraints are 
nonlinear. The problem this research is addressing of integrating COQ into the supply chain 
network falls into the category of nonlinear programming (NLP). 
4.2.2 Nonlinear Programming (NLP) 
Although linear programing may lead to appropriate presentations of many mathematical 
programming applications, the nonlinearity in the form of either nonlinear objective functions or 
nonlinear constraints are crucial for representing the mathematical problem in 
numerous   applications. A nonlinear program (NLP) is similar to a linear programming in that it is 
composed of an objective function, general constraints, and variables bounds. The difference is 
that a nonlinear program includes at least one nonlinear function, which could be the objective 
function of one or all the constraints. According to the type of decision variables in the problem, 
the NPL can be categorized into two classes, the first is integer nonlinearity when all the variables 
are integer and the second class MINLP when the variables are mixed variables. In MINLP 





products, real numbers for the rate of defect, rate of error of inspection, and binary numbers for 
selecting the plants and retailers. As a result, the MINLP provides the proper modelling approach 
for representing these types of problems.  
 
4.3  Solution Techniques 
4.3.1 Exact Algorithms 
Exact algorithms typically rely on an exhaustive search in the solution space to find the 
optimal value (Winston, 2004). Examples of such techniques are the branch-and-bound (BB) and 
branch-and-cut (BC), both are common algorithms that arrive at the optimal solution (Hillier & 
Lieberman, 2010). 
The BB method consists of three steps; branching, bounding and fathoming. In the 
branching step, the problem is divided into smaller sub-problems, while bounding is obtaining a 
bound showing how good its best feasible solution can be, and the fathoming step decision for 
selecting of discarding the sub-problem is made (Hillier & Lieberman, 2010). The BC approach 
uses a combination of three techniques which are problem representations, the generation of 
cutting planes and the Branching and bounding. The benefit of the exact algorithm is the quality 
of the obtained solution, which is in most cases is the global optimal solution. However, the 
computational time is enormous especially for medium and large problems. As results, both BB 
and BC are not suitable for solving the problem of this research which falls in the category of 
MINLP. 
4.3.2 Heuristics 
Although, the exact algorithms are invaluable for solving problems, finding the optimal 





can be computationally expensive and may requires days or weeks to obtain. In such situations, 
heuristic methods can be an acceptable for real world applications. According to (Hillier & 
Lieberman, 2010), heuristic methods are procedures used to find a good solution which is not 
necessarily an optimal solution, but at a reasonable computational time. The heuristic algorithm 
is based on intuition or common sense and tailored based on the problem unique characteristics. 
Heuristics can be faster in computational time with a good quality and near optimal solution 
but they do have a downside, for example; the algorithms are problem specific and they are only 
suitable for small size and less complex problems. According to (Leyffer, 1993), heuristics are 
suitable for solving small MINLP with smooth convex functions but for medium and large problems 
involving more combinatorial complexities their solutions are far from the global optima and easily 
trapped into local optimal solution.  
4.3.3 Meta heuristics 
The term meta-heuristics was introduced by (Glover, 1985) combining two Greek words, 
heuriskein which means to find and beyond and meta which means in upper level.  The meta 
heuristic philosophy obtains a near optimal solution through balancing the exploration of solution 
space (diversification) and the exploitation of the accumulated search history (intensification). The 
main advantage of meta-heuristics over the exact algorithms is a better trade-off between the 
solution quality and the computing time. They are defined in general terms that they are more 
adaptable and applicable to any real optimization problem. It can be more flexible and avoids 
trapping in local optima compared to heuristics. Examples of the meta- heuristics widely applied 
are the variable neighborhood search (VNS), Tabu Search (TS), Ant Colony Optimization, 
Simulated Annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GAs). In the following paragraphs some of 






4.3.3.1 Variable neighborhood search (VNS) 
The VNS is a point-based solution approach based on three main steps; shaking, local 
search and decision of move or not (Hansen & Mladenović, 2001). The first step in this algorithm 
is generating random solution. In the second step a local search that leads to local optima is 
explored. The third step is the decision to move. In this step if the local optima is better than the 
incumbent solution the new solution is adopted otherwise the process is repeated until a 
predetermined search criteria is satisfied. The downside of this algorithm is finding a method for 
measuring the distance between any two solutions is problem specific. 
4.3.3.2 Tabu Search TS 
TS is a point-based meta-heuristic search method for solving combinatorial optimization 
problems, it utilizes flexible memories and responsive exploration in guiding the solution process 
to move from one trial solution to another. The responsive exploration determines the search 
direction in the solution space based on the properties of the current solution and recent history. 
The first Tabu search proposal was implemented under the name of oscillating assignment 
heuristic (Glover, 1977). After that, researchers have expanded the number of mechanisms 
employed by TS to improve the balance between intensification and diversification. The local 
optimal solution is avoided by allowing non improving moves, while cycling moves can be 
prevented by keeping the history of previous moves. Regardless of the sophistication of particular 
TS implementation, the short term memory function is considered the core of the search 
methodology. The objective of the short memory is to allow the search to go beyond local optimal 
points. The drawback of a Tabu Search includes the influence of the initial solution on the end 





The philosophy of Tabu Search is to drive and exploit a collection of principles of intelligent 
problem solving. A fundamental underlying element of a Tabu search is to use flexible memory. 
From the standpoint of Tabu search, flexible memory embodies the dual processes of creating 
and exploiting structure for taking advantage of history (hence combining the activities of acquiring 
and profiting from information). 
4.3.3.3 Genetic Algorithm (GAs) 
Genetic algorithm is a popular search procedure known as an evolutionary algorithm or 
genetic algorithm (GA). Genetic algorithms are powerful search procedures that mimic the 
process described by the theory of evolution. They have been successfully used for a variety of 
problems. Some of the advantages of GAs highlighted in literature are summarized by (Siradej, 
2009) as follows: 
-As GAs are intrinsically parallel, the whole population at the same time can search for a global 
solution in multiple directions. This will minimize the chance for been trapped in local optima. 
-The parallel search employed by GAs is beneficial for solving problem with complex objective 
functions.  
-No auxiliary information about the objective function is needed, this gives GAs the ability to 
handle any kind of objective function and constraints defined on different solution space such as 
discrete, continuous or a combination of both. 
- Unlike others methods, that uses deterministic transition procedures by performing local search, 
GAs employ probabilistic transition process which are more effective for performing a global 





-GAs provide multiple quality solutions in each generation and this allows the researcher and 
users to select the best one based on their preference, which were not considered during the 
development of the model. 
-GAs are easy to work with than other heuristics methods for efficiently solving a specific problem. 
In general, the main steps in the process are the following: first is generating the initial 
population of solutions and evaluate them based on the fitness function to test how well it solves 
the problem at hand. The fitness functions main objective is to evaluate the solutions and it is 
usually the cost or the profit of the solution depending on the problem solved and the fitter a 
chromosome is, the more likely it is to be selected. Then a specific set of solutions are selected 
and different genetic operations are conducted. The genetic operations are usually procedures 
that mix the solutions to create another, this is called a crossover operation, or modify existing 
solution by changing some part and this is called a mutation.  After that the solutions generated 
are included in a new population and the same steps are repeated until a stopping criteria is 
satisfied. The stopping criteria can be a pre- determined number of iteration or if the obtained 
solution does not change for a specific number of iterations.  In the following paragraphs the 
components and the operations in GA is explained in more depth. 
 
Parameters for GAs 
The important parameters, which are fundamental in GAs, include the population size, the 
crossover rate and the mutation rate. These parameters need to be set and they are typically 
closely interrelated, so to obtain the best results they cannot be optimized individually (Mitchell, 
1996). Different values for these parameters can be found in the literature. In research (De, 1975) 
it is shown the best population size were 300-500 chromosomes, the best crossover and mutation 





size was 30 chromosomes, the best crossover of 0.95 and mutation rate of 0.01 were the best 
setting. (Vergara et al., 2002) used a population size of 500 chromosomes, with high and low 
level crossover rate of 0.2 and 0.79 respectively. As result of the variation in the literature, many 
researchers use the best settings that have worked for previous cases or tune empirically through 
preliminary experiments (Mitchell, 1996). 
 
Chromosome (solution) Representation 
One important and critical step in using GA is determining the way in which the solution is 
represented. A good representation can lead to near optimal solution while a bad one can make 
the algorithm perform poorly. According to (Gen & Cheng, 1997), the crucial issue in the first step 
of GAs is how to encode a legitimate problem solution into a chromosome or a string. The term 
chromosome refers to a numerical value or values that represent a candidate solution to the 
problem that the genetic algorithm is trying to solve (Mitchell, 1995). The chromosome consists 
of genes which represent the decision variable of the problem.  
It is up to the creator of the genetic algorithm to devise how to translate the sample space 
of candidate solutions into chromosomes. One approach is to convert each parameter value into 
a bit string (sequence of 1's and 0's), then concatenate the parameters end-to-end like genes in 
a DNA strand to create the chromosomes (Mitchell, 1995). Each candidate solution is encoded 
as an array of parameter values and different methods in coding the chromosomes are used. In 
the early stage of using GAs, due to the simplicity of the binary coding, this approach has been 
widely used (Herrera, Lozano, & Verdegay, 1998). As the problems became more complex, 
however, the binary code has limitations. For example, less accuracy for dealing with problems 
requiring great numerical precision. Researchers such as (Radcliffe, 1992) have shown that the 





several types of variables including integer, floating numbers and permutation non-binary coded 
chromosomes have been used.   Modern computers allow chromosomes to include permutations, 
real numbers, and many other objects. Figure 4.1 illustrates chromosome representation with 
multiple suppliers.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Chromosome representation with G suppliers (Vergara et al., 2002) 
 
Crossover Operator 
The crossover operator resembles the biological crossing over and recombination of 
chromosomes in cell to produce new chromosomes that combine features of parents. This 
operator swaps a subsequence of two of the selected chromosomes to create one or two 
offspring.  The crossover operation in GAs allows the exploring of the search space by exploiting 
the information in the population. In this process a pair of chromosomes are randomly selected 
as a parent to mate where a crossover operator is applied to produce offspring. The new offspring 
are expected to inherit the fittest features from the parent and as a result of this fittest 
chromosomes are obtained for that generation. 
There are many crossover operators have been applied in literature. In case of binary 
coded chromosome, the one-cut-point and two-cut-points methods are widely used. As can be 





randomly, and genes or cells to the right of the cut are swapped to produces new child. Similarly, 
in the two-cut-points as depicted in Figure 4.2(b), two points are selected randomly, and the genes 
in between those points are swapped. It must be mentioned that using this kind of crossover 
technique in problems, such as in permutation problems, can lead to infeasible solution. Other 
crossover operators, such as partial mapped/matched crossover (PMX), used by researchers are 
viable options to deal with permutation vectors. In this PMX, a substrings of parents is randomly 
selected and then they are exchanged between parents. 
 
Figure 4.2: (a) one-cut-point and (b) two-cut-point crossover operator 
 
Other crossover operators mentioned in literature are cycle crossovers, position-based 
crossover and order-based crossover (Gen & Cheng, 1997). In addition, another operator 
proposed by (Vergara, Khouja, & Michalewicz, 2002) are high level crossover and low level 
crossover. In the high level crossover, sub-chromosomes in the parents are treated as a gene 






Figure 4.3 High level crossover operator 
 
In the low level crossover, after selecting sub-chromosomes, chosen genes in the sub-
chromosome are selected randomly through one point cut then the ordinal representation is used 
to map the parent sequences is used as shown in Figure (4.4). 
 
 Mutation Operator 
The mutation operator randomly flips individual bits in the new chromosomes for instance, 
turning a 0 into a 1 and vice versa. Typically, mutations happen with a very low probability, such 
as 0.001. Some algorithms implement the mutation operator before the selection and crossover 
operators; this is a matter of preference. Mutation is used to maintain the diversity of the 
population and it plays a crucial role, even if it is secondary to those of selection and crossover 
(Goldberg, n.d.). Selection and crossover maintain the genetic information of fitter chromosomes, 
but these chromosomes are only fitter relative to the current generation. This can cause the 





algorithm can get stuck at a local optimum before finding the global optimum (Haupt & Haupt, 
2004). 
 
Figure 4.4 Low level crossover operator process (Vergara, Khouja, & Michalewicz, 2002) 
 
The mutation operator helps protect against this problem by maintaining diversity in the 
population, but it can also make the algorithm converge more slowly. 
Depending on the problem, a mutation operator can perform in a number of ways such as by 
flipping a randomly selected gene, inversion in which a genes in a selected sub-chromosome are 




The fitness function is one of the most critical parts of the algorithm. The fitness function 





from evolutionary theory. It is used here because the fitness function tests and quantifies how “fit” 
each potential solution is. The fitness function in an evaluation function used to measure the 
quality of each solution in the population. According to (Michalewicz, 1996), the fitness values of 
all the solutions create the environment in GAs, which is important in the process of generating 
new population. In this research, the total profit functions are utilized as the fitness function of the 
GAs. Hence, in this context, a higher profit value implies a better of fitter solution. The profit 
function will be established in Chapter V. 
 
Selection 
Selection is a mechanism to drive the GAs to explore the solution space. The process is 
concerned with the selection of any individual or chromosome that survives to be part of the next 
population generation. There are two important and closely related factors, the affect the selection 
process has on the population diversity and the selection pressure (Gen & Cheng, 1997). These 
two factors should be balanced to achieve the right results as increasing the selection pressure 
will lead to reduction in the population diversity which may lead to a premature convergence of 
the GAs. Conversely, reducing the selection pressure may make the search ineffective. There are 
also three issues that are essential in the process of selection: (1) sampling space, (2) sampling 
mechanism, and (3) selection probability. Inattention to any of these three will lead to a less than 
optimal solution.  
 
Sampling space 
Different methods are utilized in creating the new population. In regular sampling, 
chromosomes in the new population are selected from the candidate pool which contain all 





or an enlarged size candidate population can be used. In the first case, same size candidate 
population, the candidate pool has the same size of the new population. Therefore, a replacement 
strategy is required. According to the strategy proposed by (Holland, 1975), all parents are 
replaced by the new offspring. However, this strategy may result of losing good chromosomes as 
there are no guarantees that the new chromosomes are better than the parents. To overcome 
this problem, other strategies have been proposed by researchers. For instance, the crowding 
strategy in which chromosomes in the existing population are selected randomly to be replaced 
by the new offspring or by selecting the parent that has the closest resemblance to die or by using 
roulette wheel selection (Michalewicz, 1996). The second case Figure 4.6 which is the enlarged 
size candidate population, the population will consist of all parents and all offspring and all have 
an equal chance to survive to the next generation.  
 
 
Figure 4.5: Selection method for regular sampling space, adopted from (Gen & Cheng, 1997) 
 
Sampling Mechanism 
Sampling mechanism is concerned with the method used in selecting a chromosome from 






Figure 4.6: Selection method for enlarged sampling space, adopted from (Gen & Cheng, 1997) 
 
categories for the approaches used in candidate selection which are; stochastic sampling, 
deterministic sampling and mixed sampling. In the stochastic sampling, the chromosome to be 
included in the new population are selected randomly. In the deterministic sampling the selected 
candidates are selected based on a certain role for example, by selecting the best chromosome. 
In mixed selection, both random and deterministic selection are used. An example of the mixed 
selection is the tournament selection approach in which a set of two chromosomes are selected 
randomly and then the best is selected to survive to the next generation. 
 
Selection Probability 
The selection probability is concerned with assigning probability to the candidate 
chromosome to indicate the likelihood of survival. There are two approaches that can be used in 
GAs. The first is the scaling approach in which the objective function values are calculated for 





mechanism, the probability is calculated based on the rank of the solution, i.e. the probability is 


























 CHAPTER 5 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL  
 In this chapter, the standard supply chain model and the components of the COQ model 
will be discussed for different cases. There are three cases to be considered. The first case is for 
modeling multi products with one component each, the second is for one product consisting of 
multiple components and the third is for multi products each consists of a multi components.  
 
The standard supply chain model. 
The standard supply chain model is maximizing the profit generated from products sale 
minus operation and fixed costs. Those costs include the costs of purchasing the components 
from suppliers, costs of transportation from suppliers to plants, costs of manufacturing at the plan, 
fixed costs of plants and transportation costs from plant to retailer. 
 
The COQ model. 
This model includes the costs related to quality. The costs include the prevention and 
appraisal costs as well as internal and external failure costs.   
 
5.1 Components of COQ  
The COQ model was based on the PAF model and included the cost of quality in the supply 
chain network for each case to estimate the following equation (5.1).  
COQ= Prevention cost+ Appraisal cost + Internal failure cost +External failure cost. 
 






5.1.1 The Flow of Components and Products in the Supply Chain Network. 
 
In this section, the follow of components, at different stages in the network, are developed 
to provide a framework to calculate the cost incurred at different stages in the supply chain 
network. Figure 5.1 shows the flow of components and products to satisfy a given demand and 
categorizes the items at each stage as good or bad components and products. 
 
 
Figure 5.1: The flow of components and products in the supply chain network 
 
Supplier Stage 
-Good Components (GC): these are good components received from supplier. 







-Good Product from manufacturing (GPM): Products that resulted from using good components -
and with successful manufacturing. 
-Bad Products (because of unsuccessful manufacturing) (BPM): These are products that resulted 
from unsuccessful manufacturing. 
-Bad Products (Bad components and manufacturing) (BPSM): Those are the products that 
resulted from using defected components and unsuccessful manufacturing.  
-Bad Products (Bad components) (BPS): These products that are defected as result of using 
defected components. 
Inspection Stage 
-Good product (GPI): These are good products after inspection. 
-Bad Products accepted by error (BPBI): These are defective products accepted by error.’ 
-Bad Products rejected (BPGI): These are products that rejected in successful inspection.  
Rework Stage 
-Good Products from rework (GPRM): Number of good products after successful rework from 
products defective as a result of unsuccessful manufacturing. 
-Good Products from rework (GPRS): number of good products after successful rework from 
products defective as a result of suppliers. 
-Bad Products from rework (BPR): number of defective products after rework and which will be 
sold as scrap at reduced price. 
Retailer  
-Good Products (GPRe): These are good products after retailers which will be delivered to the 






-Products defected at the retailer (BPRe): These are defected products at retailers would be 
returned to manufacturing for rework. 
-Defected products accepted by error (BPBI): These are defective products that accepted as good 
by error and delivered to the final customer. 
-Scrap (BPSc): It is the same as (BPR) number of defective products after rework and which will 
be sold as scrap at reduced price. 
 
5.2 Quality Functions 
5.2.1 Quality Cost Function 
In this model, the PAF model is used to categorize the quality cost components. Based on 
the PAF model the quality coast is divided into four groups: prevention costs, appraisal costs, 
internal failure cost and external failure costs.  Table 5.1 shows the cost components of quality 
cost. 
5.2.1.1 Prevention Costs 
The prevention cost (𝐶𝑃 ) is associated with the activities related to preventing poor quality. 
Prevention cost depends on the number of good products produced. According to (Castillo-Villar, 
Smith et al. 2012), the prevention cost is the function of the number of good products and argues 
that the number of good products is related to the prevention cost, as the number of good products 
increases the overall quality level improves. They divided the prevention cost into three scenarios 
in which the prevention activities did take place at supplier stage, manufacturing stage or at both. 
In this model the same logic is followed and the prevention cost will consists of a fixed cost for 
prevention activities 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓






Table 5.1: The cost components of quality cost 
No Quality Cost 
Components 
Definition 
 𝐶𝑂𝑄 Cost of Quality 
1 𝐶𝑃 The prevention cost 
2 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
3 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost  for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
4 𝐶𝐴 Appraisal costs 
5 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for appraisal cost in plant 𝑗 
6 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost per item successfully inspected in plant 𝑗 
7 𝐶𝑖𝑓  Internal failure cost 
8 𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓
  Fixed cost for correction activities in plant  𝑗 
9 𝑃𝑟 The price of products  
10 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑝  The price of products sold as scrap 
11 𝐼𝑗 Inspection rate in plant  𝑗 
12 𝐶𝑠𝑗  The cost of failure of purchasing good components per component  
13 𝐶𝑟𝑗 The cost of rework per product in plant  𝑗 
14 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒  The cost of replace or repair returned products 
15 𝐶𝑒𝑓  External failure cost 










𝑣  (𝐺𝑃𝑀) 
(5.2) 
5.2.1.2 Appraisal Costs 
In this model, 100% inspection is assumed at the end of manufacturing process. Previous 
studies (Ramudhin, Alzaman et al. 2008, Castillo-Villar, Smith et al. 2012) highlighted the 
relationship of appraisal coasts and inspection error rate (𝐼𝑗). The appraisal costs is modeled by 
summing the fixed cost(𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
), which may include the cost of maintaining the measurement 
system, fixed labor cost, laboratory support, overhead cost etc. and the variable cost per item 
successfully inspected(𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣). The reasoning is based on the assumption that when the appraisal 
costs increases the inspection error should decrease. The appraisal cost is given by Equation 
(5.3). 
 𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
+ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣  𝑊(1 − 𝐼𝑗) 
(5.3) 
5.2.1.3 Internal Failure Cost 
Failure costs are incurred when a product fails to conform to its design specifications or 
customer expectations resulting in a defective product. The internal failure cost include the cost 
resulted from poor quality discovered before products are delivered to retailer (British Standards 
Institute, 1990). After production, the products go through 100% inspection to identify defective 
products. The products will be classified as good products (GPMI), bad products identified as bad 
(BPGI), and bad products accepted as good by error (BPBI). Rejected product (BPGI) will go 
through the process of rework. Rejected products are due to defective components from suppliers 
or as result of unsuccessful manufacturing or both. As shown in the equation (5.4) internal failure 





1. The first term is the fixed cost(𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓
) for correction activities. The fixed cost may include 
expenses such as downtime caused by quality problems, process failure costs and others.  
2. The second term is the operation failure cost which is the rework cost per item(𝐶𝑟𝑗) times the 
successfully rejected products with the source of poor quality resulted in unsuccessful 
manufacturing. 
 𝐶𝑟𝑗(BPM)(1 − I) (5.4) 
3. The third term is the cost of purchasing failure. This term consists of the following: 
a. The losses incurred due to failure of purchasing good components(𝐶𝑠𝑗). This cost may include 
the cost of reordering and payroll and others. 
b. The cost of rework of rejected products due to poor components from suppliers. 
 (𝐶𝑠𝑗 + 𝐶𝑟𝑗)(BPSM + BPS)(1 − 𝐼𝑗) (5.5) 
4. The fourth term is the profit foregone as result of selling products that cannot be reworked. The 
cost is computed as the difference between the product prices 𝑃𝑟 and the price of the products 
sold as scrap times the number of scraped products (Equation 5.6 and 5.7).  
 (𝑃𝑟 − 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑝)(𝐵𝑅𝑆𝑐) (5.6) 
 𝐶𝑖𝑓 = 𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓 + 𝐶𝑟𝑗(BPM)(1 − 𝐼𝑗) + (𝐶𝑠𝑗 + 𝐶𝑟𝑗)(BPSM + BPS)(1 − 𝐼𝑗)
+ (𝑃𝑟 − 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑝)(𝐵𝑅𝑆𝑐) 
(5.7) 
 
5.2.1.4 External l Failure Cost 
After the appraisal process some of the defective products, as result of unsuccessful 





products will generate costs as they will be returned for repair or replacement. Moreover, other 
expenses will be resulted such as cost of complaints handling and related customer services and 
this may lead to customer dissatisfaction and loss of trust and eventually loss of market.  
According to the definition of COQ by The British Standards “BS 6143-2” (British Standards 
Institute, 1990) the opportunity cost was included in the external failure category “cost in ensuring 
and assuring quality as well as loss incurred when quality is not achieved”. Authors such as 
Juran(1951), Lesser (1954), Harrington(1999) and others have mentioned opportunity cost or 
hidden costs. Sandoval-Chávez and Beruvides (1998) presented a cost of quality model based 
on PAF classification and included the cost of opportunity losses. According to Albright and Roth 
(1992) there are different methods developed to measure the hidden costs. One method used is 
the "multiplier effect". This method estimates the hidden cost by multiplying the known quality 
costs by a constant. Using market research to estimate hidden costs is another method. A third 
method used to estimate hidden quality cost is the Taguchi Quality Loss Function which measures 
the loss to society due to poor quality products. 
This cost will include  
- The cost of returned products which will be repaired or replaced 
- The cost resulted from loss of opportunity for example customer dissatisfaction and loss 
of customers and market share (Equation 5.8). 
-  






5.2.2 Quality Level Function 
Quality, according to Garvin (1996), was defined based on eight dimensions which are 
performance, features, reliability, conformance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics and perceived 
quality. Applying all of the quality dimensions in defining quality and measuring quality level seems 
idyllic, but in the conceptual supply chain model, quality could be defined as perceived quality as 
each product would have different quality dimension and quality priority. If the model is defined 
for specific process or product then other dimension could be considered. Many authors defined 
the cost of quality level in cost of quality in supply chain based on the number of defective 
products. According to (Ramudhin, Alzaman et al. 2008, Castillo-Villar, Smith et al. 2012) a range 
from 0 to 100 percent can be used to represent the quality level, where 100% refers to 0 defect 
in the system. In this study the quality level is the proportion of the total final good products to the 
total demand (Equation 5.9).  
 
 𝑄𝐿 = (𝐺𝑃𝑅𝑒)/𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 
(5.9) 
 
5.3 Mathematical Models 
5.3.1 CASE (1): Multi-Products One component each 
Total cost of quality: 
Figure 5.2 shows the flow of components and products in the supply chain network Case 
(1) and based on the number of defected and good products at different stages in the supply 















 𝐶𝑃 = ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣   𝑥𝑖𝑚(1 − 𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  )(1 − 𝜑
𝑗𝑚
𝑃 ) 𝑃𝑗  
𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑗∈𝐽
 (5.10) 
   
Appraisal Costs: 
 𝐶𝐴 = ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣(𝑥𝑖𝑚)
𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑗∈𝐽
(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗 
(5.11) 
   








𝐶𝑖𝑓 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽






𝑃 )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗  
𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑗∈𝐽




𝑠  )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗  
𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑗∈𝐽
+ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑘 − 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑚𝑘)( 𝑥𝑖𝑏(1 − 𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  )(𝜑
𝑗𝑚




− 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(1 − ∅𝑗𝑚) 𝑃𝑗  
 
(5.12) 
External l Failure Cost: 












+ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒[𝑥𝑖𝑚(1 − 𝜑𝑖𝑚




+ 𝑥𝑖𝑚(1 − 𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  )(𝜑
𝑗𝑚
𝑃 )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(∅𝑗𝑚) + 𝑥𝑖𝑚(𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(∅𝑗𝑚) ] (𝜑𝑘𝑚
𝑅 )𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘















Total cost of quality 
 𝑚𝑂𝑄 = 𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝐴 + 𝐶𝑖𝑓 + 𝐶𝑒𝑓             (5.14) 
Quality level 
 𝑄𝐿𝑚 = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ [𝑥𝑖𝑚(1 − 𝜑𝑚𝑚




+ 𝑥𝑖𝑚(1 − 𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  )(𝜑
𝑗𝑚
𝑃 )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(∅𝑗𝑚) + 𝑥𝑖𝑚(𝜑𝑖𝑚





The integrated SCN with COQ model  
Sets:   
 𝑖 Set of supplier, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 
 𝑗 Set of plant, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑘 Set of retailer, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾  
 𝑚 Set of products, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 
Parameters   
  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑚 Capacity of suppliers 𝑖 for component 𝑚 
 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚 Price per component 𝑚 from supplier 𝑖 
 𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑗 Production cost per product 𝑚 at plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑗  Transportation cost of component 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 to plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑝𝑚𝑗𝑘 Transportation cost of product m from plant 𝑗 to retailer 𝑘 





 𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑘 Price of product m produced at retailer 𝑘 ,  𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝐷𝑚𝑘 Demand of product m at retailer k 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost per item successfully inspected in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for appraisal cost in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost  for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝑟𝑗𝑚 The rework cost of product m in plant j 
 𝐶𝑠𝑗𝑚 The cost of replace or repair returned product m 
 𝑃𝑟𝑚 The price of product m 
 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑚 The price of products sold as scrap 
 𝜑𝑗𝑚
𝑃  Defect rate at plant for product m 
 𝜑𝑖𝑚
𝑠  Defect rate at supplier for component m 
 𝐼𝑗𝑚 Inspection error at plant j for product m 
 ∅𝑗𝑚  Rework rate at plat j for product m 
 𝜑𝑘𝑚
𝑅  Defect rate at retailer 
 𝑙 
𝑢 
Minimum quality level 










 𝑃𝑗  Binary variable which equals 1 if plant 𝑗 selected , 0 otherwise 𝑗 ∈
𝐽 
 𝑅𝑘 Binary variable which equals 1 if retailer 𝑘 selected ,0 otherwise 
𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝐼𝑗 Inspection rate in plant j 
 𝜑𝑗𝑚
𝑃  Defect rate at plant j for product m 
 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑘𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑚∈𝑀
− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑚 − ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑃𝑗   
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼
− ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑗𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
   
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚∈𝑀












= 1 (5.17) 
 ∑ 𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
= 1 (5.18) 
 𝑥𝑖𝑚 ≤  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑚                         ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀  (5.19) 
 ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑅𝑘𝑘∈𝐾𝑚∈𝑀 ≤ ∑  𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖∈𝐼        ∀    𝑚 ∈ 𝑀  (5.20) 
 𝑄𝐿𝑚 ≤ 𝑙           ∀    𝑚 ∈ 𝑀  (5.21) 





5.3.2 CASE (2): One Product with Multi-Components 
Total Cost of Quality:  
Figure 5.3 shows the flow of components and products in the supply chain network Case 
(1) and based on the number of defected and good products at different stages in the supply 
chain the cost of quality is calculated in the following paragraph. 
 Prevention Costs: 
 
𝐶𝑃 = ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 +  ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣  [∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼







𝐶𝐴 = ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 + ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣  𝐷𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽
(1 − 𝐼𝑗)𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘 
(5.23) 
Internal Failure Cost: 
 
𝐶𝑖𝑓 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 + ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑗 [∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾




𝑃)(1 − 𝐼𝑗)𝑃𝑗 
𝑗∈𝐽
+ ∑ ∑ ∑(𝐶𝑠𝑗 + 𝐶𝑟𝑗) 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏




− 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘) [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾








− 𝐼𝑗)(1 − ∅𝑗)𝑃𝑗 














External l Failure Cost: 
Total cost of quality 
 𝐶𝑂𝑄 = 𝐶𝑃 + 𝐶𝐴 + 𝐶𝑖𝑓 + 𝐶𝑒𝑓  (5.26) 
Quality level 
 
𝑄𝐿 = [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼




















𝐶𝑒𝑓 = ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾









+  ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼















+ ∑ 𝑢 [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
















The integrated SCN with COQ Model  
Sets  
 𝑖 Set of supplier, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 
 𝑗 Set of plant, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑘 Set of retailer, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾  
 𝑏 Set of component, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 
Parameters  
  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑏 Capacity of suppliers 𝑖 for component 𝑏 
 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑏  Price per component 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗 Production cost per product at plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑠𝑏𝑖𝑗  Transportation cost of component 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 to plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑝𝑗𝑘 Transportation cost of product from plant 𝑗 to retailer 𝑘 
 𝐹𝑗 Fixed cost for operating plant 𝑗 ,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑃𝑟𝑘 Price of product produced at retailer 𝑘 ,  𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝐷𝑘  Demand of product at retailer k 
 𝐻𝑏 Number of components b in product 
Parameters COQ  
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
 fixed cost for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost per item successfully inspected in plant 𝑗 
 𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  Defect rate at supplier for component at supplier i 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for appraisal cost in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗







 Fixed cost for internal failure at plant j 
 𝐶𝑟𝑗 The rework cost of product in plant j 
 𝐶𝑠𝑗  The cost of replace or repair returned product 
 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘 The price of products sold as scrap 
 ∅𝑗 Rework rate at plat j for product 
 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 The cost of replace or repair returned product 
 𝜑
𝑘
𝑅 Defect rate at retailer 
 𝑙 
𝑢 
Minimum quality level 
Cost of lost sale as function in the ratio of  defected product to total 
demand 
Decision variables  
  𝑥𝑖𝑏 Number of components 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 
 𝑃𝑗  Binary variable which equals 1 if plant 𝑗 selected , 0 otherwise 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑅𝑘 Binary variable which equals 1 if retailer 𝑘 selected ,0 otherwise 
𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝜑𝑗
𝑃 Defect rate at plant j 
 𝐼𝑗 Inspection error at plant j 
 
 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
−  ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑏
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼
− ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑠𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑃𝑗   
𝑗∈𝐽𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼
− ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗𝐷𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽
− ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑝𝑗𝑘𝐷𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽












= 1 (5.29) 
 ∑ 𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
= 1 (5.30) 
 𝑥𝑖𝑏 ≤  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑏                         ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵  
 
(5.31) 
 ∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘𝐻𝑏𝑘∈𝐾 ≤ ∑  𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑖∈𝐼        ∀    𝑏 ∈ 𝐵  
 
(5.32) 
 𝑄𝐿 ≤ 𝑙             (5.33) 
𝑃𝑗 ∈ [0,1],    𝑅𝑘 ∈ [0,1]            ∀    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 , ∀    𝑘 ∈ 𝐾    
 
5.3.3 CASE (3): Multi Products with Multi Components 
Cost of Quality Model 
Figure 5.4 shows the flow of components and products in the supply chain Case (1) and 
based on the number of defected and good products at different stages in the supply chain the 
cost of quality is calculated in the following paragraph.  
Prevention Costs: 




+  ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 [∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀






















𝐶𝐴 = ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
𝑃𝑗 + ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣  𝐷𝑘𝑚
𝑚∈𝑀𝑖∈𝐼𝑗∈𝐽
(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗 
 
(5.35) 
Internal Failure Cost: 
 
𝐶𝑖𝑓 = ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓
𝑗∈𝐽
+ ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑗 [∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀𝑘∈𝐾




𝑃 )(1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗 
𝑗∈𝐽
+ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝐶𝑠𝑗 + 𝐶𝑟𝑗) 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏






− 𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘) [[∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚 𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀𝑘∈𝐾





+ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼
] (1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(1 − ∅𝑗𝑚)𝑃𝑗 
 
(5.36) 
External l Failure Cost: 
 
 
𝐶𝑒𝑓 = ∑ 𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 [[∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀𝑘∈𝐾






+ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼














− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼














𝑅 ) 𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘 
+ ∑ ∑ 𝑢 [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾












Total cost of quality 
 
 𝑚𝑂𝑄 = 𝐶𝑚 + 𝐶𝐴 + 𝐶𝑖𝑓 + 𝐶𝑒𝑓  (5.38) 
Quality level 
 
𝑄𝐿𝑚 = ∑ [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀









𝑅 ) + [[∑ 𝐷𝑘𝑚𝑅𝑘
𝑚∈𝑀






+ ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏(𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  )
𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼
] (1 − 𝐼𝑗𝑚)(∅𝑗)(1−𝜑𝑘𝑚








5.3.3.1 The integrated SCN with COQ model  
Sets   
 𝑖 Set of supplier, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 
 𝑗 Set of plant, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑘 Set of retailer, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾  
 𝑚 Set of products, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀 
 𝑏 Set of component, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 
Parameters   
  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑏 Capacity of suppliers 𝑖 for component 𝑏 
 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑏  Price per component 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 
 𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑗 Production cost per product 𝑚 at plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑠𝑏𝑖𝑗  Transportation cost of component 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 to plant 𝑗 
 𝑇𝑝𝑚𝑗𝑘 Transportation cost of product m from plant 𝑗 to retailer 𝑘 
 𝐹𝑗 Fixed cost for operating plant 𝑗 ,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑘 Price of product m produced at retailer 𝑘 ,  𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝐷𝑚𝑘 Demand of product m at retailer k 
 𝐻𝑏𝑚 Number of components b in products m 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
 fixed cost for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost per item successfully inspected in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for appraisal cost in plant 𝑗 
 𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost  for prevention activities in plant 𝑗 





 𝐶𝑠𝑗𝑚 The cost of replace or repair returned product m 
 𝑃𝑟𝑚 The price of product m 




Defect rate at plant for product m 





  𝑥𝑖𝑏 Number of components 𝑏 from supplier 𝑖 
 𝑃𝑗  Binary variable which equals 1 if plant 𝑗 selected , 0 otherwise 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 𝑅𝑘 Binary variable which equals 1 if retailer 𝑘 selected ,0 otherwise 
𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
 𝐼𝑗 Inspection rate in plant j 
 𝜑𝑗𝑚




𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡 = ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑚𝑘𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑚∈𝑀
− ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑏 − ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑠𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑃𝑗   
𝑗∈𝐽𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼𝑏∈𝐵𝑖∈𝐼
− ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑗𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
   
𝑗∈𝐽𝑚∈𝑀
− ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑝𝑚𝑗𝑘𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾𝑗∈𝐽𝑚∈𝑀










  ∑ 𝑃𝑗
𝑗∈𝐽
= 1      (5.41) 
 ∑ 𝑅𝑘
𝑘∈𝐾
= 1      (5.42) 
 ∑ ∑ 𝐷𝑚𝑘𝑅𝑘𝐻𝑏𝑚𝑘∈𝐾𝑚∈𝑀 ≤ ∑  𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑖∈𝐼        ∀    𝑏 ∈ 𝐵       (5.43) 
 
 𝑥𝑖𝑏 ≤  𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑏                         ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵  (5.44) 
 
 
 𝑄𝐿𝑚 ≤ 𝑙           ∀    𝑚 ∈ 𝑀      (5.45) 
 
𝑃𝑗 ∈ [0,1],    𝑅𝑘 ∈ [0,1]            ∀    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 , ∀    𝑘 ∈ 𝐾          
 
 













 CHAPTER 6 SOLUTION METHODS 
 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapter V the mathematical models representing the total profit of three cases of a three-
echelon supply chain network, with COQ integration, have been developed. The developed 
models are in the category of mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP).  These involve 
permutation variables leading to an optimization problem where there are three types of variables 
namely; real, integer and permutation that have to be determined concurrently. This chapter 
presents the solution methods used in this research. 
 
6.2 Solution to Basic Supply Chain Model 
In this section, the solution of the basic supply chain model for the supply chain network is 
discussed. The basic supply chain models only include the operation costs and does not include 
COQ. The models were developed in Chapter 5 and are in the category of MINL programming. 
To solve the models, nonlinear terms were linearized to transform the model into integer linear 
programming (MILP) to improve the ease of solving. The resulted models are solved using CPLEX 
optimization software. The reformulation of the models is explained below. Cplex Code can be 
found in (Appendix A). 
Case I: 
In the model Equation (5.16) excluding the last term COQ, the terms 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑃𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘  were 
replaced by 𝑌𝑖𝑚𝑗  and  𝑍𝑗𝐾 respectively. 





 𝑌𝑖𝑚𝑗 ≤ 𝑃𝑗 ∗ 100000                       ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 
(6.1) 
 𝑌𝑖𝑚𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑚                                        ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀,    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽    
 
(6.2) 
















In the model Equation (5.28) excluding the last term COQ, the terms 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑃𝑗  and 𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘  were replaced 
by 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗  and  𝑍𝑗𝐾 respectively. 
The following constraints are added to the model. 
 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗 ≤ 𝑃𝑗 ∗ 100000                       ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 
(6.7) 
 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑏                                       ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵,    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽    
 
(6.8) 




















In the model Equation (5.40) excluding the last term COQ, the terms 𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑃𝑗 and 𝑃𝑗𝑅𝑘  were 
replaced by 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗  and  𝑍𝑗𝐾 respectively. 
The following constraints are added to the model. 
 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗 ≤ 𝑃𝑗 ∗ 100000                       ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
 
(6.13) 
 𝑌𝑖𝑏𝑗 ≤ 𝑥𝑖𝑏                                       ∀    𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵,    𝑗 ∈ 𝐽    
 
(6.14) 




















6.3 Solution Methods to Supply Chain with COQ Models 
This part is devoted to methods used in this research to solve the supply chain network 
incorporating COQ models. The following sections will discuss the applications of GA algorithm, 
Tabu search and enumeration solutions method. 
 
6.3.1  Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
The following part of this chapter is devoted to explain the procedure of the GA used for 
optimizing the established models and to assess its performance. Therefore, the sections are 
organized as follows: section 6.3.1.1 will discuss the components of the GAs and methods used 
in this research, section 6.3.1.2 the structure of the proposed GA is presented. Matlab code for 
the algorithm can be found in (APPENDIX (B)) 
6.3.1.1 GA Solution Components 
 
Solution Representation. 
In this research, there are different variables to be addressed, namely integer, floating and 
binary coding. Therefore, a real coded chromosome representation is used. Real coded genetic 
algorithms (RCGAs) are widely implemented in the literature due to their flexibility of 
representation in handling different types of variables. Examples can be found in (Kaelo and Ali 
,2007) and (Zhang et al.,2009) and (Tutkun,2009). The solution representation of the problems of 
the research is constructed into a matrix consisting of m vectors, each represent the number of 
products. The vector length L equals to b*I+J+2+K. Where b is the number of components, I is 
the number of suppliers, J is the number of plants, two cells representing the values for the defect 
rate and error of inspection and K is the number of retailers. Figure 6.1 (a), (b), (c) depicts the 



















In this step, n chromosomes were generated where n represents the population size 
selected. The population was divided into two parts. The first part consists of v chromosomes in 
which one supplier was selected randomly to satisfy all the component requirements. In this case, 
the same supplier selected will supply all components for all products. One plant was selected 
from the set of J plants and similarly the rate of defect and error rate of inspection of this plant 
was generated randomly and one retailer was selected randomly from the set of K retailers. In 
the second part of the population, which consists of n-v chromosomes, initial values for the plants, 
retailers, defect rate and error rate was selected in the same way as in the first part. However, 
multiple suppliers can be selected and it is not necessary for one supplier to supply all 
components for all or one of the products. After the solutions are evaluated, based on the fitness 
function, they will be ranked in descending order. The best (v1) solutions and the worst solution 
are stored and updated for each iteration. 
Genetic Operators 
In the genetic algorithm, as discussed in chapter 4, there are two operators that play an 
important role in generating new children, namely the crossover and the mutation. Both operators 
are important to maintain the genetic diversity of the population. Crossover operates on pair of 
chromosome to produce new offspring, while mutation is performed on one or two genes and sub-
chromosome to produce new altered chromosome. The crossover and mutation methods that 
implemented in this research are discussed below. 
 
a) Crossover Operator 
The crossover operation mimics the reproduction process in nature by mating two 





are expected to inherit the good properties of the parents and therefore solutions will converge 
over generation to optimal or near optimal solution. Crossover operation consists of three 
mechanisms namely a mating selection mechanism, children generation mechanism and children 
selection mechanism. 
 
-Mating Selection Mechanism 
In this step, the method for selecting chromosomes to mate is specified based on the Nc, 
the number of chromosome selected to undergo the crossover process. The number of 
chromosome selected Nc is a parameter set in the algorithm. In the literature, solutions are 
typically selected randomly from the current population. However, in this research each 
chromosome is assigned a probability based on its location in the population and this step is 
conducted using the Roulette wheel selection method. Moreover, chromosomes selected are 
divided into a different sex. Explanation of Roulette wheel selection method and the process is 
summarized as following: 
 
-Roulette Wheel Selection 
Roulette wheel is a stochastic selection process for selecting sub-population to create the 
basis for the next generation. It is based on the idea that fittest individuals should have a greater 
chance of survival than do weaker ones. This is based on the assumption in nature that fitter 
individuals tend to have a better probability of survival and all pass their genes to the next 
generation. However, weaker individual also have a chance for survival as they may have genetic 
coding that proves useful to future generations. According (Holland, 1992) in the Roulette wheel 
selection method the first step is to calculate the cumulative fitness of the whole population 
through the sum of the fitness of all individuals. After that, the probability of selection ̀ is calculated 





the fitness of all individuals. Then, an array containing cumulative probabilities of the individuals  
is constructed. In this method, n random numbers are generated in the range 0 to P and for each 
random number an array element which can have higher value is searched for. Therefore, 
individuals are selected according to their probabilities of selection.  
 
Step 1: The number of chromosome selected to undergo the crossover process Nc is specified. 
Step 1: Different probability (P) is assigned to all chromosomes in the population. 
Step 2: Generate a random number vector, and the chromosome whose random number value 
is higher than the probability is selected for crossover operation. 
Step 3: Selected chromosomes are divided into two groups, male and females. 
Step 4: Two chromosome are selected randomly one from each group to mate. 
Step 5: The process is repeated until all chromosomes selected for mutation are transformed. 
 
- Children Generation Mechanism 
This mechanism determines the technique or approach used to produce the new 
chromosome from the parents. In this research, initiation to the crossover in necessary as the 
vectors that contained different variables and unplanned crossovers may cause the new solution 
to be unfeasible. For this problem different approaches are used. The first one is to exchange the 
sub-chromosome that includes all suppliers between two pair of parents and this can be seen in 
Figure 6.2. The second crossover is done by selecting a random vector representing specific 
product and exchange it with same vector from the other chromosome, this can be seen in Figure 
6.3. Another approach is selecting sub-chromosomes that contains plants, defect rate and the 



















Figure 6.4: Crossover operator (Plants and rates sub-chromosome) 
 
-Children Selection Mechanism 
In this study, the enlarged sample space method is used where all children are included 
in the sample space along with all parents. Therefore, all children and parents have the 
opportunity to be selected for the next generation. 
 
b) Mutation 
In the mutation process, one or more genes in the chromosomes are selected and altered. 
The objective of mutation is to promote diversity in the population and prevent the algorithm from 
premature convergence. Similar to the crossover operation, the mutation operator consists of 
three mechanisms which are; chromosome selection, new chromosome generation and child 
selection.  
The Chromosome Selection. 
For this research Roulette wheel was used where each chromosome in the population is 





generated vectors, each chromosome whose random number is higher than the probability of 
selection is selected for mutation. 
 
The New Chromosome Generation 
In this research, the random mutation was used. The random mutation operate as follows: 
Step 1: The cell or gene in the sub- chromosome that undergo the mutation is selected randomly. 
The sub chromosome can be the suppliers, the defect rate or the retailers. 
Step 2: For each specific gene, a domain is specified, and by generating uniform number in the 
domain the new value of the gene is selected. Another way is swapping two cells in the same 
chromosome. Figure 6.5 shows mutation operators. 
Step 3: The process is repeated until all chromosomes selected for mutation are transformed. 
 
 Figure 6.5: Mutation operator 
 
The Offspring Selection  
In this study all the original and mutated chromosomes are included in the solution space 





c) Selection Operator 
The selection operation is the method used for choosing solutions from the solution space 
to be included the next generation.  The solutions which survive to the next generation are the 
fittest and this is done in the following way. 
Step 1: All chromosomes in the solution space are sorted from the best to the worst. The 
chromosomes that have higher value based in the objective function are considered the best. 
Step 2: Members of the new population are filled from the sorted list. 
 
6.3.1.2 GA Structure  
The comprehensive structure of the GA implemented in this study can be shown in Figure 
(6.6), whereas the complete procedure is described as follows: 
Step 1) Input parameters including the population size, probability of mutation and rate of mutation 
are set. 
Step 2) Solution presentation is designed and the initial population is generated. 
Step 3) Calculate the fitness function of each chromosome which is the total profit function, in 
Equation (5.12), Equation (5.23), Equation (5.34) depending on the problem case. 
Step 4) Calculate the number of chromosomes that will undergo crossover and select them based 
on the number of crossovers and the stochastic selection. 
Step 5) Calculate the number of chromosomes that will undergo mutation and select them based 
on the number of mutations and the stochastic selection. 
Step 6) Categorize the sex of the chromosomes to be crossover into two groups and select pairs 
randomly to be mated according to the crossover operator and repeat the process until new 
chromosomes are generated. 





Step 8) Combine the old population with the new chromosomes resulting from the crossover and 
mutation processes in the sample space. 
Step 9) Sort the sample space and rank the list based on the best to worse values and then select 
the best population size chromosomes in the sample space to be included in the new population. 
Step 10) Set the new population as the old population and then repeat steps from 3-9 until the 
termination criteria is satisfied and obtain the best solution. 
The process is summarized graphically in Figure 6.6 
 
 
Figure 6.6: GA structure 
6.3.2 Tabu Search 
In chapter 4, an introduction to Tabu search was given and in this chapter the method 
used is explained in greater detail. This section starts with explaining the solution space being 





presentation of the TS search being presented in the following paragraphs and the Matlab code 
for the algorithm can be found in (APPENDIX (B)). 
6.3.2.1 The Solution Space 
1. J denotes the index set of all candidate plants. The solution consists of two subsets J=0 and 
J=1, where J=1 refer to selecting the plant and 0 otherwise. In this model, only one plant can be 
selected.  
2. I denotes the index set of all suppliers and b the index set of all components and M the index 
set of all products. The solution is obtained by assigning each variable as 𝑥𝑖𝑏𝑚 which is the 
number of component b from supplier i for product m; to each supplier making sure that the 
capacity constraint of each supplier Cs is not violated. 
3. The rate of inspection error𝐼𝑗, for each plant is between 0 and 1. 
4. The defect rate for each plant is 𝜑𝑗for each products is between 0 and 1. 
 
After insuring each component of the solution is feasible, based on it is related constraints, 
the solution process is to find the plant that results in higher profit among all feasible solutions. 
The profit of the solution can be using the total profit function, in Equation (5.12), Equation (5.23), 
and Equation (5.34) depending on the problem case.  
6.3.2.2 Components of Tabu Search  
Initialization 
The objective of the model initialization is to generate the starting solution, to calculate the 
objective function value of the solution and to initialize all data structures required for the search. 
In generating the first solution, an array L by M was constructed as in Figure (6.2). The array 
represents the number of components b from each supplier (S), number of plants (J), the defect 





constraints taken into account. The process generates N solutions and the objective function 
value is calculated for each. As in the case of the GA method, the objective function is the 
objective function for the models as explained in chapter 5.  The best solution, based on the 
objective function, is then selected and considered as the starting solution and the starting point 
for the research.  
Finally, the Tabu data structure is initialized. The Tabu data structure is linked to the choice 
of the move mechanism and the move attribute that define Tabu restrictions. Tabu data or list is 
one of the main components of the algorithm. Its objective is to prevent the search of being 
trapped in local minima. The list includes the last solution and considers it “tabu”. The search 
cannot use the same solution for a number of iterations, this insures the search will not go back 
to adjacent solutions that are not as good as the current one. In this implementation, different 
move mechanism and move attributes were used. 
Move Mechanism and Move Attributes 
A number of move mechanisms are utilized to identify different solutions that can be 
reached from the current one. They are as follows: 
1-Pairwise exchanges and changing specific values in the solution are used to define 
neighborhoods to identify moves that lead from one solutions to the next. A swap exchanges the 
position of two cells. In this search the swap can be used in selecting a plant or a retailer in the 
solution and exchange suppliers or only specific components.  
2-Changing values of cells such as the rate of inspection error (I) and the rate of defect (φ) can 
be done by increasing and decreasing their cells values. 
3-Increasing or decreasing the numerical value of each cell in the components array and 
balancing this with the same components from a different supplier. For example, increasing the 





of the same component from the other supplier. Suppliers can be chosen to be adjacent or 
randomly selected from any suppliers. In this research both are used. 
Best Move 
Tabu System (TS) methodologies operate under the assumption that a neighborhood 
search can be implemented to identify moves that lead to adjacent solutions which can be reached 
from the current solution. TS is designed to select, at each step, the best move available at current 
search state.  Each move is associated with a value move, which represents the objective function 
value resulting from the exchange. In general move values provides a basis for evaluating the 
quality of a move. In this search, the rule utilized is selecting the most improving move or the least 
non improving move. The best move part is computationally more expensive than other parts of 
TS procedures. Another function of this part of the search is to check the admissibility of moves. 
The move is considered admissible if it is non-Tabu or it is allowed by the aspiration criteria used.  
Using the admissibility criteria as Tabu restrictions will prevent the search from repeating 
combinations for solution that was tried in the recent past, potentially reversing the effects of 
previous moves by interchanges that might return to previous positions. However, in some cases 
Tabu restrictions may be overridden. In this search the criteria employed is the one that allows 
for a Tabu move if its execution leads to solution that is better than the best found so far. Then 
the move becomes the new best and is stored on the structure move that has the solution 
elements and the value. This structure should contain all the information required to execute the 
best move and update both the current configuration and the corresponding objective function 
value. 
Executing a Move and Updating 
In the execution component, selecting the best move will change the current solution trial. 





For example, the Tabu structure and the attributes of the moves. The Tabu circulation list is 
updated after each iteration. The introduction of Tabu tenure into the list will lead to the release 
of the last one in the previous iteration due to a circular list being used in this search. For the 
stopping criteria, different criteria can be used. (Lee & Kwon, 2010) used two stopping criteria: 10 
consecutive iterations without improvement and a maximum of 1000 iterations. In this research, 
a stopping criteria of 1000 maximum iteration and 50 iterations followed without improvement was 
used. Figure 6.7 shows the TS algorithm structure. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: TS structure 
 
6.3.3 Complete Enumeration 
 
Enumerative methods have been considered in many shapes and sizes. The idea is 
straight forward. Within a finite search space, or a discredited infinite search space, the search 





Although the simplicity of this type of algorithms is attractive such schemes are inefficient and it 
is a method which is very time consuming. Many practical spaces are too large to search as this 
method involves going through all the various permutations and combinations. It becomes virtually 
impossible to handle very large data. In this research small problems are solved using this 
method. The method will be based on enumerating over some range of the defect rate and solve 








 CHAPTER 7 INSTANCE GENERATION  
 In this chapter, the factors effect on COQ and profit are explored. Ranges of the costs 
used in the generation of the close to realistic instances reported in literature are discussed and 
finally, a description of the classes of problems used in the comparison between solutions are 
given.   
 
7.1 Experimental Design 
In this section, the effect of the input cost parameters on the COQ and profit are explored. 
The method of statistical design of experiment (DOE) is used to explore the range of cost 
parameters that are close to the realistic instances used in this research. The model consists of 
the parameters for calculating operational cost and for calculating the COQ. Table 7.1 includes 
input data and Table 7.2 includes all cost parameters. 
 









𝐷𝑘 Demand of product at retailer 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  Defect rate at supplier for component at supplier  𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 
𝜑
𝑘
𝑅 Defect rate at retailer 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 
𝐼𝑗 Inspection error at plant 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝜑𝑗
𝑃 Defect rate at plant 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
∅𝑗 Rework rate at plant 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘 The price of products sold as scrap 









𝐶𝑠𝑖  Cost of component𝑠 from supplier 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 
𝐶𝑝𝑗 Production cost per product at plant , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑗  Transportation cost of component𝑠 from supplier 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 to plant, 
𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝑇𝑝𝑗𝑘 Transportation cost of product from plant 𝑗 to retailer 𝑘 
𝐹𝑗 Fixed cost for operating plant, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
COQ 𝐶𝑟𝑗 Cost of rework of defective product m at plat , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 Cost related to repair or replacement of product m 
𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost for prevention activity at plant , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 Variable cost for appraisal activity at plant , 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝐶𝑐  Loss due failure to purchase good components form supplier 𝑖 ∈
𝐼  
𝐶𝑜 Cost related to the loss of sale due to defective products 
𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for prevention activities in plant  𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑓
 Fixed cost for appraisal cost in plant 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 
𝐶𝑖𝑓𝑗
𝑓











7.2 The Effect of Cost Parameters on COQ and Profit 
In this research, the cost parameters subject to investigation are treated as factors in the 
designed experiment. Other parameters and input data, such as demand, were fixed and are 
shown in Table 7.3. The effect of 11 factors which are the combination of operational and COQ 
parameter used in the model were investigated, and in order to reduce the testing effort and 
maximize the information acquired, the method of fractional factorial design was used in which 
only a subset of all possible combinations was evaluated. 211−3 Fractional factorial design, 
resolution V was conducted and two levels (low and high) to show the behavior of functions, In 
this research, a total of 128 runs were generated and results such as profit, total COQ, ratio of 
COQ to sales, ratio of conformance cost (prevention and appraisal costs) to total COQ and the 
ratio of nonconformance cost (internal and external costs) to total COQ for a specific supply chain 
route were evaluated. Table 7-4 shows the factors and levels for the designed experiment. 
Table 7.3: Fixed Input data and parameters in the experiment 
Input parameter Value 
𝐷𝑘 10,000 
𝑃𝑟𝑘 350 on average 




The price 𝑃𝑟𝑘 was calculated using Equation (7.1). The price was a result of the summation 
of operational costs such as purchasing, transportation and production costs, fixed cost, cost of 
quality, and a percentage to account for the extra costs such as overhead, administrative, and 
others. The equation was used to calculate the price for each run, then the average price over 





correlation between the cost parameters used in calculating the price and the profit. This is 
because the profit is computed as the sales minus operational and quality cost. 
𝑃𝑟𝑘 = [𝐶𝑠𝑖 + 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣 + 𝐶𝐴𝑗




𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒            (7.1) 
 
Table 7.4: Factors and level for the designed experiment 
Factor Low High 
𝐶𝑝𝑗 70 140 
𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  0.02 0.1 
𝜑
𝑘
𝑅 0.02 0.1 
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 175 285 
𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘 20 80 
Transportation ( 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑗  + 𝑇𝑝𝑗𝑘  ) 6 20 






     
) 
5000 15000 
𝐶𝑜 (1/50) of the sale (1/10) of the sale 
𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣/𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 2 10 
𝐶𝑟𝑗 60 140 
𝐶𝑠𝑖  20 80 
 
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the Pareto chart and main effect plots for the factors in the COQ. 
The main effect occurs when the mean response changes significantly across the levels of 




𝑣,   𝜑𝑘
𝑅 ,  𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠 and 𝐶𝑟𝑗 are important. 







Figure 7.1: Pareto chart of the standardized effects for the COQ function (first experiment) 
 
 






In both figures 7.3 and 7.4 the factors with significant effect on the profit function are the 
same factors identified as important effect on COQ function plus production cost, transportation 
cost, and procurement cost. 
 
7.3 Cost Parameters Ranges for Generation Close to Realistic 
Instances 
In this section, the range of parameters used to set the ranges of input data was 
performed.  The ranges of parameters to be used for realistic instance are compared against data 
provided by (Ittner, 1996) and should be within the range reported by the study. In this study, 
Ittner reported quality costs for 49 manufacturing plant and it was reported that the ratio of COQ 
to Sale ranged from 11% to 9%.  In addition, the study shows that the distribution of conformance 
and nonconformance cost, to total COQ, is 55% and 65% respectively. From the work in section 
7.1, it was observed that 75 % of the runs exceeded the range reported, as the ratio of COQ to 
sale exceeded the limit in 75% of the runs. In addition, ratios of conformance to COQ and 
nonconformance to COQ exceeded the limits in 36% and 29% respectively. In total, only 18% of 
runs met both criteria and the majority of these runs have 𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣/𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣  and  𝜑
𝑘
𝑅 at high levels. In order 
to modify the range, the levels of the factors that have the most influence on the COQ are 





𝑅, and 𝐶𝑟𝑗 were 
reduced. More over, the operational cost, such as procurement, was reduced to increase the 
profit. The percentage of the price responsible for the overhead and administrative costs was 









Figure 7.3: Pareto chart of the standardized effects for the profit function (first experiment) 
 
 







 Table 7.5 and Table 7.6 show the new input parameters and new levels for the 
second factorial designed experiment. Below, are the main factor effect and Pareto chart for the 
second experiment are presented. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 contain the Pareto analysis and main 
effects for the profit function. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 contain the Pareto analysis and main effects 
for the COQ function of the model. 
Table 7.5: Fixed Input data and parameters in the experiment 
Input parameter Value 
𝐷𝑘 10,000 
𝑃𝑟𝑘 450 on average 




Table 7.6: Factors and level for the designed experiment 
Factor Low High 
𝐶𝑝𝑗 70 140 
𝜑𝑖𝑏
𝑠  0.02 0.05 
𝜑
𝑘
𝑚 0.02 0.06 
𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑐𝑒 175 285 
𝑃𝑠𝑐𝑘 20 80 
Transportation ( 𝑇𝑠𝑖𝑗  + 𝑇𝑝𝑗𝑘  ) 6 20 






     
) 
5000 15000 
𝐶𝑜 (1/50) of the sale (1/10) of the sale 
𝐶𝑝𝑗
𝑣/𝐶𝐴𝑗
𝑣 2 8 
𝐶𝑟𝑗 60 100 







Figure 7.5: Pareto chart of the standardized effects for the profit function (second experiment) 
 
 








Figure 7.7: Pareto chart of the standardized effects for the COQ function (second experiment) 
 
 







From the results of the second experiment, it can be observed that 45% of the runs were 
below the maximum limit on the proportion of the ratio of COQ to sales reported in the literature. 
In addition, 22% of the runs met the reported percentage distribution of the total COQ between 
the conformance and nonconformance costs. Therefore, the ranges for the levels used in the 
second experiment were used to generate “close to real” instances which will result in diverse 
tests instances for the computational work in this research. 
 
7.4 The Problem Classes and Test Instances 
This section describes the generation of the test instances used in this research. Based 
on the ranges identified in section 7.2, classes of problems were defined. The class definitions 
were based on combinations of operating costs levels, and demand. For each class, three sizes 
of problems were set; small, medium and large. Five instances from each size were generated. 
In total, the pool of problems consists of 60 problems (15 for each problem size). For the small 
size the problem consists of 10 suppliers, 5 plants and 5 retailers. For the medium size the 
problem consists of 15 suppliers, 15 plants and 10 retailers. For the medium size the problem 
consists of 30 suppliers, 30 plants and 15 retailers. The number of products is 2 and each consists 
of 3 components. Input cost parameters for COQ were generated from uniform distribution with 
an upper and lower levels identified in section 6.1. The operational cost were generated from a 
uniform distribution with an upper and lower levels matching the low level value -10% and +20% 
with the higher level value +10% and -20% depending on the class of the problem. Table 7.7 






 Table 7.7: The classes of the problems for the SC-COQ model. 
Class Cost parameter Demand 
I Lower level 10000 
II Lower level 50000 
III Higher level 10000 























 CHAPTER 8 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 
8.1 Comparison of the Solution Methods 
 
To evaluate the solution methods, for each class, fifteen problems were solved five times 
by GA and TS.  Tables 8.1, Table 8.2 and Table 8.3 show the results for each problem size. 
Performance of the solution method was measured by the solution quality and the computational 
time. The solution quality is characterized by the average percentage deviation from optimal  
(Avg %) and it is computed as percentage of the optimal solution minus the average solution for 
the instances runs divided by the optimal solution. The computational time is the average 
computational time (Avg t), which is the average of the runs for the time duration in CPU seconds, 
required for the solution. The computational experiments were performed on a Dell Optiplex 7010 
with Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU@ 3.40GHz, with 8.00 GB RAM.  
The results of the classes for the small size are shown in Table 8.1. The Avg % is greater 
for the GA which means that GA finds better solution than TS. In regard to the computational time 
TS had shorter time than the GA. Similar to the small size problem the results of the classes for 
the medium size show that Avg % is greater for the GA which means that GA finds a better 
solution than TS. In regard to the computational time TS had shorter time than the GA. 








Table 8.1: Solution quality and computational time for small size problems 






Avg%TS Avg t (CPU) 
GA (Sec) 
Avg t (CPU) 
TS (Sec) 
I 2141041.58 2069537.57 0.092 0.122 186.621622 39.0486949 
II 6211629.12 6188399.93 0.022 0.026 213.848079 36.4101764 
III 11005513.3 10794048.9 0.066 0.084 193.226016 39.8513628 
IV 31195981.3 31025367.88 0.019 0.024 153.7563552 33.96968836 
 
Table 8.2: Solution quality and computational time for medium size problems 






Avg%TS Avg t (CPU) 
GA (Sec) 
Avg t (CPU) 
TS (Sec) 
I 2331746.42 2275654.02 0.035 0.058 848.242181 203.609422 
II 5860837.66 5695824.48 0.016 0.044 1083.57880 115.699376 
III 12190964.1 11720282.0 0.029 0.067 1082.88301 151.2723881 
IV 29127918.69 28033462.72 0.017 0.054 973.942744 123.5640268 
 
Table 8.3: Solution quality and computational time for large size problems 
Class Avg  profit 
(GA) 
Avg profit (TS) Avg% 
GA 
Avg%TS Avg t (CPU) 
GA (Sec) 
Avg t (CPU) 
TS (Sec) 
I 2625663.219 2561540.477 0.028 0.051 3807.40751 549.9477902 
II 6298336.187 6165778.835 0.021 0.042 3105.846993 474.9962153 
III 12664575.1 12210806.09 0.032 0.066 3102.154863 464.7483244 






8.2 Statistical Analysis of the Results 
In order to test the first hypothesis, that the GA and TS were associated with statistically 
significantly different mean profits, a t-test was conducted to determine the existence of significant 
differences among the solution procedures and a t-test was also conducted to investigate which 
one performed better than the other. A t-test was obtained for each class and each problem size; 
this was done to eliminate noise and variability due to class and size. The response is the total 
profit achieved by the selected logistic route.  
8.2.1 Small Size Problems 
Table 8.4 shows the results of t-test for small size problems. For the small size the solution 
methods were not statistically different for the profit achieved by the serial supply chain for classes 
I, II, III and IV.  In the class I the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 2141041.581, 
SD= 149973.7461). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically 
smaller profit (M= 2069537.573, SD= 155155.069). Results in this test do not indicate a significant 
difference in the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.4 the p-value is 0.111. That is to say, 
the solution procedures attained similar solutions.  
In the class II the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 6211629.12, SD= 
87150.057). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller profit 
(M= 6188399.936, SD= 93601.294). Results in this test do not indicate a significant difference in 
the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.4 the p-value is 0.378. That is to say, the solution 
procedures attained similar solutions. In the class III the GA data (N=25) were associated with 
the profit (M= 11005513.31, SD= 359478.7762). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was 
associated with a numerically smaller profit (M= 10794048.95, SD= 415306.2156). Results in this 





Table 8.4: t-test tables for small size 
Class t-test for difference in solution t-test for which solution is better 
I         N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA I 25  2141042  153066    30613 
TS I  25  2069538  158354    31671 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  71504 
95% CI for difference:  (-17060, 160068) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 1.62  
P-Value = 0.111  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 155732.8441 
 
        N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA I 25  2141042  153066    30613 
TS I  25  2069538  158354    31671 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  71504 
95% lower bound for difference:  -2374 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.62  
P-Value = 0.056  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 155732.8441 
II           N     Mean  StDev  SE Mean 
GA II  25  6211629  88947    17789 
TS II  25  6188400  95531    19106 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  23229 
95% CI for difference:  (-29260, 75718) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 0.89  
P-Value = 0.378  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 92298.0195 
 
        N     Mean  StDev  SE Mean 
GA II 25  6211629  88947    17789 
TS II 25  6188400  95531    19106 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  23229 
95% lower bound for difference:  -20556 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 0.89  
P-Value = 0.189  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 92298.0195 
III            N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA III  25  11005513  366891    73378 
TS III  25  10794049  423870    84774 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  211464 
95% CI for difference:  (-13969, 436898) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 1.89  
P-Value = 0.065  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 396405.8863 
 
          N       Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA III  25  11005513  366891    73378 
TS III  25  10794049  423870    84774 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  211464 
95% lower bound for difference:  23413 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.89  
P-Value = 0.033  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 396405.8863 
IV            N      Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  31195981  370185    74037 
TS IV  25  31025368  370765    74153 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  170614 
95% CI for difference:  (-40073, 381300) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 1.63  
P-Value = 0.110  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 370474.9163 
 
           N      Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  31195981  370185    74037 
TS IV  25  31025368  370765    74153 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  170614 
95% lower bound for difference:  -5136 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.63  
P-Value = 0.055  DF = 48 






p-value is 0.065. That is to say, the solution procedures attained similar solutions. In the class IV 
the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 31195981.39, SD= 362705.4587). By 
comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller profit (M= 
31025367.88, SD= 363273.9247). Results in this test do not indicate a significant difference in 
the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.4 the p-value is 0.11. That is to say, the solution 
procedures attained similar solutions. 
8.2.2 Medium Size Problems 
Table 8.5 shows the results of t-test for medium size problems. For the medium size the 
solution methods were statistically significant for the profit achieved by the serial supply chain 
except for class I.  In the class I the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 
2331746.424, SD= 135339.5394). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a 
numerically smaller profit (M= 2275654.027, SD= 109967.035). Results in this test do not indicate 
a significant difference in the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.5, the p-value is 0.122. 
That is to say, the solution procedures attained similar solutions.  
In the class II the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 5860837.667, SD= 
105035.8944). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller 
profit (M= 5695824.481, SD= 138420.7693). Results in this test do indicate a significant difference 
in the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.5, the p-value is 0.001. This implies that one of 
the solution methods performs statistically different from the other. Having concluded the 
difference in the solution methods another t-test was conducted to indicate the better solution. As 
can be seen from the result of the test in Table 8.5 with a p-value of 0.000 there is sufficient 





Table 8.5: t-test tables for medium size 
Class t-test for difference in solution t-test for which solution is better 
I N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA I  25  2331746  138130    27626 
TS I  25  2275654  112235    22447 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  56092 
95% CI for difference:  (-15478, 127663) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 
1.58  P-Value = 0.122  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 125850.3156 
N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA I 25  2331746  138130    27626 
TS I  25  2275654  112235    22447 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  56092 
95% lower bound for difference:  -3610 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 
1.58  P-Value = 0.061  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 125850.3156 
II N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA II  25  5860838  107202    21440 
TS II 5695824  141275    28255 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  165013 
95% CI for difference:  (93698, 236328) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 
4.65  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 125401.1241 
N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA II  25  5860838  107202    21440 
TS II 25  5695824  141275    28255 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  165013 
95% lower bound for difference:  105524 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 
4.65  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 125401.1241 
III N      Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA III  25  12190964  312868    62574 
TS III  25  11720282  413330    82666 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  470682 
95% CI for difference:  (262223, 679141) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 
4.54  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 366557.0727 
N      Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA III 25  12190964  312868    62574 
TS III  25  11720282  413330    82666 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  470682 
95% lower bound for difference:  296791 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 
4.54  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 366557.0727 
IV N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  29127919   445782    89156 
TS IV  25  27827796  1249239   249848 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  1300123 
95% CI for difference:  (766744, 1833502) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 
4.90  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 937901.9846 
N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  29127919   445782    89156 
TS IV  25  27827796  1249239   249848 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  1300123 
95% lower bound for difference:  855191 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 
4.90  P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 






In the class III the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 12190964.1, SD= 
306546.38). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller profit 
(M= 11720282.08, SD= 404979.45). Results in this test do indicate a significant difference in the 
two means. As can be seen from Table 8.5, the p-value is 0.001. This implies that one of the 
solution methods performs statistically different form the other. Having concluded the difference 
in the solution methods another t-test was conducted to indicate the better solution. As can be 
seen from the result of the test in Table 8.5, with a p-value of 0.000 there is sufficient evidence to 
support the alternative hypothesis that the GA solution method outperform the TS for Class 3 
medium sized problems.  
Similarly, in the class IV the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 
29127918.69, SD= 436775.767). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a 
numerically smaller profit (M= 27827795.82, SD= 1223999.34). The result of the test in Table 8.5, 
with a p-value of 0.000 there is sufficient evidence to support the alternative hypothesis that the 
GA solution method outperform the TS for Class 4 medium sized problems.  
8.2.3 Large Size Problems 
Table 8.6 shows the results of t-test for large size problems. For the large size the solution 
method was statistically significant for the profit achieved by the serial supply chain except for 
class III and IV.  In the class I the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 
2625663.219, SD= 41505.90835). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a 
numerically smaller profit (M= 2561540.477, SD= 34088.27382). Results in this test do indicate a 
significant difference in the two means. As can be seen from Table 8.6, the p-value is 0.000. This 





Table 8.6: t-test tables for large size 
Class t-test for difference in solution t-test for which solution is better 
I        N     Mean  StDev  SE Mean 
GA I  25  2625663  42362     8472 
TS I  25  2561540  34791     6958 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  64123 
95% CI for difference:  (42079, 86166) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 5.85  
P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 38761.7646 
N     Mean  StDev  SE Mean 
GA I  25  2625663  42362     8472 
TS I  25  2561540  34791     6958 
 
Difference = μ (GA I) - μ (TS I) 
Estimate for difference:  64123 
95% lower bound for difference:  45735 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 5.85  
P-Value = 0.000  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 38761.7646 
II N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA II  25  6298336  129710    25942 
TS II  25  6165779  140985    28197 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  132557 
95% CI for difference:  (55519, 209595) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 3.46  
P-Value = 0.001  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 135464.8022 
N     Mean   StDev  SE Mean 
GA II  25  6298336  129710    25942 
TS II  25  6165779  140985    28197 
 
Difference = μ (GA II) - μ (TS II) 
Estimate for difference:  132557 
95% lower bound for difference:  68294 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 3.46  
P-Value = 0.001  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 135464.8022 
III N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA III  25  12664575   475423    95085 
TS III  25  12210806  1277084   255417 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  453769 
95% CI for difference:  (-94212, 1001750) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 1.66  
P-Value = 0.102  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 963579.4323 
N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA III  25  12664575   475423    95085 
TS III  25  12210806  1277084   255417 
 
Difference = μ (GA III) - μ (TS III) 
Estimate for difference:  453769 
95% lower bound for difference:  -3344 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.66  
P-Value = 0.051  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 963579.4323 
IV N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  30991405   813750   162750 
TS IV  25  30028126  2931237   586247 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  963278 
95% CI for difference:  (-260030, 2186586) 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs ≠): T-Value = 1.58  
P-Value = 0.120  DF = 48 
Both use Pooled StDev = 2151085.2920 
N      Mean    StDev  SE Mean 
GA IV  25  30991405   813750   162750 
TS IV  25  30028126  2931237   586247 
 
Difference = μ (GA IV) - μ (TS IV) 
Estimate for difference:  963278 
95% lower bound for difference:  -57176 
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 1.58  
P-Value = 0.060  DF = 48 






concluded the difference in the solution methods another t-test was conducted to indicate the 
better solution. As can be seen from the result of the test in Table 8.6, with a p-value of 0.000 
there is sufficient evidence to support the alternative hypothesis that the GA solution method 
outperform the TS. 
In the class II the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 6298336.187, SD= 
127089.6007). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller 
profit (M= 6165778.835, SD= 138136.1707). Results in this test do indicate a significant difference 
in the two means. As can be seen in Table 8.6, the p-value is 0.001. This implies that one of the 
solution methods performs statistically different form the other. Having concluded the difference 
in the solution methods another t-test was conducted to indicate the better solution. As can be 
seen from the result of the test in Table 8.6, with a p-value of 0.001 there is sufficient evidence to 
support the alternative hypothesis that the GA solution method outperform the TS.  
In the class III the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 12664575.1, SD= 
465817.0339). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a numerically smaller 
profit (M= 12210806.09, SD= 733106.48). Results in this test do not indicate a significant 
difference in the two means. As can be seen in Table 8.6, the p-value is 0.102. The results prevent 
the conclusion that there is a statistical difference between solution methods.  
Similarly, in the class IV the GA data (N=25) were associated with the profit (M= 
30991404.86, SD= 797308.4706). By comparison, the TS data (N=25) was associated with a 
numerically smaller profit (M= 29364901.83, SD= 845342.24). The result of the test in Table 8.6, 
with a p-value of 0.12 indicates that there is not sufficient evidence to support the alternative 
hypothesis that the GA solution method outperform the TS. However, it should be mentioned that 
in both cases III and IV when the t-test for whether the GA is better than the TS the p-values were 





In conclusion, the solution methods have no statistical difference in the small size problems. 
However, as the size increases the GA outperforms TS in most cases. 
 
8.3 Logistic Route Selected with and without COQ 
At this stage of the research, a numerical analysis was conducted to investing the effect of 
COQ in the selecting logistic route. The numerical date was obtained by solving each instance in 
both cases with and without COQ. For the case without the COQ, a basic SCN model as explained 
in chapter 5 is used. The model includes only operational costs, and the optimal logistic route was 
obtained through IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization solver.  
In order to compare the selected logistic routes, with and without COQ, the selected logistic 
routes found by solving the SC-COQ model were compared with the basic SC-non COQ model. 
This comparison was made for each of the fifteen instances of a problem class and the percentage 
of instances with matching route was obtained. Moreover, a comparison about the selected 
suppliers for each component, manufacturing plant and retailer with the SC-COQ versus the 
selected entities with the SC-non COQ was performed. Table 8.7 shows the business entities 










Table 8.7: The business entities selected for each instance for all classes and problem sizes 





Suppliers Plant Retailer 
C1 C2 C3 C1 C2 C3 
I Small Instance 1 1 4 10 1 1 3 4 9 5 2 
Instance 2 6 5 8 4 5 6 5 2 5 1 
Instance 3 4 1 4 3 2 1 4 9 4 3 
Instance 4 3 5 4 3 3 3 5 4 5 4 
Instance 5 6 6 8 3 3 6 6 8 3 3 
Medium Instance 1 3 14 9 5 9 3 14 10 11 3 
Instance 2 12 8 7 6 3 12 8 7 1 3 
Instance 3 15 6 12 1 7 15 6 10 6 9 
Instance 4 11 3 9 10 10 11 3 9 8 2 
Instance 5 11 15 5 2 4 11 15 5 2 4 
Large Instance 1 12 23 12 23 6 28 23 9 18 15 
Instance 2 28 25 23 24 15 27 25 8 21 13 
Instance 3 6 5 26 4 13 6 26 26 7 7 
Instance 4 21 22 16 27 7 21 5 7 9 9 
Instance 5 1 2 22 23 8 1 21 23 28 6 
II Small 
 
Instance 1 4 4 2 3 3 4 2 3 1 1 
Instance 2 5 7 8 1 1 5 8 9 3 4 
Instance 3 1 6 8 1 2 1 6 8 5 4 
Instance 4 8 1 6 3 2 7 9 4 5 1 
Instance 5 5 10 6 5 2 5 7 8 2 1 
Medium 
 
Instance 1 14 12 12 12 7 1 12 14 8 8 
Instance 2 15 10 5 2 1 4 10 4 5 4 
Instance 3 1 9 5 15 10 13 13 5 9 4 
Instance 4 12 1 4 9 7 13 10 4 12 10 
Instance 5 11 12 10 7 8 11 11 12 4 10 
Large Instance 1 17 7 30 18 8 17 17 8 18 8 
Instance 2 22 27 5 26 11 1 20 5 5 8 
Instance 3 21 16 25 25 11 21 13 2 28 4 
Instance 4 13 11 8 13 2 12 2 12 16 6 





Table 8.7 Continued 





Suppliers Plant Retailer 
III Small Instance 1 7 4 6 2 3 8 4 6 5 1 
Instance 2 7 8 5 5 5 7 7 8 1 3 
Instance 3 3 5 10 4 5 6 7 10 1 5 
Instance 4 6 1 5 4 3 9 7 7 1 4 
Instance 5 6 5 4 4 1 9 7 7 1 3 
Medium Instance 1 8 7 9 11 2 12 12 1 8 6 
Instance 2 11 7 3 15 10 11 6 6 10 10 
Instance 3 2 5 2 7 5 2 3 3 7 5 
Instance 4 8 10 7 2 7 13 10 10 4 3 
Instance 5 5 7 1 14 8 14 7 7 11 10 
Large Instance 1 6 25 28 16 8 30 25 3 1 7 
Instance 2 5 15 26 20 8 5 10 28 26 1 
Instance 3 15 17 25 26 13 15 17 25 26 13 
Instance 4 1 10 1 6 11 1 29 1 11 7 
Instance 5 22 23 26 24 8 22 23 26 24 13 
IV Small 
 
Instance 1 4 3 2 1 3 2 2 2 5 2 
Instance 2 5 1 2 3 1 1 1 2 4 1 
Instance 3 1 5 4 3 3 1 8 10 3 3 
Instance 4 9 5 10 5 4 1 5 10 5 4 
Instance 5 10 9 7 2 5 1 4 4 4 2 
Medium 
 
Instance 1 9 15 15 12 1 3 7 11 6 8 
Instance 2 3 15 5 1 7 3 15 8 2 6 
Instance 3 3 1 2 10 8 3 2 3 10 8 
Instance 4 11 4 1 7 2 6 4 11 6 10 
Instance 5 5 8 8 12 9 5 2 8 12 9 
Large Instance 1 9 6 7 1 7 12 7 7 28 8 
Instance 2 9 16 14 1 8 27 23 15 21 3 
Instance 3 17 10 15 30 7 22 7 7 11 8 
Instance 4 18 22 18 25 8 13 20 8 6 6 







Table 8.8 shows the percentage of instances with the same entities and route selection 
for small size problem. The table presents the percentage of the same supplier to supply each 
component, plant and retailer. It also provides the mean value for each percentage.  
 
Table 8.8: Percentage of instances with the same logistic route for small size problems  
Class %Component1 %Component 2 %Component 3 %Suppliers %Plant %Retailer %Route 
I 60 80 40 40 20 20 20 
II 60 20 20 20 0 0 0 
III 20 20 40 0 0 20 0 
IV 20 40 60 0 40 60 0 
mean 40 40 40 15 15 25 5 
 
 It can be observed in Table 8.8 that selected entities differ considerably over the different 
classes. Component (1) is supplied through the same supplier sixty percent in both classes I and 
II. However, the percentage decreased to 20% in both III and IV classes. Components (2) was 
supplied by the same supplier 80% of the times in the class I instance but it decreases to 20% in 
the other classes. Component (3) is supplied by the same supplier 60% in the class IV 40% in 
class I and III and only 20% in class II. On the other hand, the same suppliers for all components 
where 40 % in the class I, 20% in class II and zero in classes III and IV. The mean percentage for 
all class was 15 for selecting the same manufacturing plant and 25% for selecting the same 
retailer. Both models agree on selecting the same route 5%. 
 
In Table 8.9 the percentage of instances with the same entities and route selection for 
medium size problem can be seen. The percentage of the time that the models agree on the 
selection of all suppliers is 10%, 20% of the time both models select the same plant and 30% they 





Table 8.9: Percentage of instances with the same logistic route for medium size problems 
Class %Component1 %Component 2 %Component 3 %Suppliers %Plant %Retailer %Route 
I 60 60 60 40 20 40 20 
II 0 40 20 0 0 0 0 
III 40 40 0 0 20 40 0 
IV 60 40 20 0 40 40 0 
mean 40 45 25 10 20 30 5 
 
Table 8.10 shows the percentage of instances with the same entities and route selection 
for medium size problem. The percentage of the time that the models agree on the selection of 
all suppliers is 10%, 15% of the time both models select the same plant and 15% they select the 
same retailer and only 5% of the same route is selected. 
 
Table 8.10: Percentage of instances with the same logistic route for large size problems 
Class %Component1 %Component 2 %Component 3 %Suppliers %Plant %Retailer %Route 
I 60 40 20 0 0 0 0 
II 40 0 20 0 20 20 0 
III 80 60 60 40 40 40 20 
IV 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 
mean 45 25 30 10 15 15 5 
 
From the numerical analysis conducted it can be concluded that the same selected logistic 
route is only selected by both model 6.6% of the instances. Therefore, the integration of COQ in 
supply chain design changes the route selected, and the null hypothesis of Hypothesis 2 of this 
research is rejected. 
In the instances which were instance five  in class I (small size) , instance five  in class I 
(medium size) and instances three in class III (large size) where is the route selected is the same 





Instance 5- class I (small size) 
The rate of defect at the two suppliers selected were the second and the third lowest rate 
with in the 10 suppliers. The lowest defect rate was the first supplier, however, the cost of 
components at this supplier are much higher that the two selected ones. In this instance, the plant 
selected by both models has the lowest fixed cost for internal failure and the lowest variable 
prevention cost. However, there is a slightly higher fixed prevention cost. The fixed and variable 
costs of the appraisal were in the middle compared to the other plants. In the route, the retailer 
(3) which was selected based on the operational cost in the first case happened to have the lowest 
defect rate when the COQ was considered. 
Instance 5- class I (medium size) 
In this instance, supplier (11) was selected to supply component (1), supplier (15) to supply 
component (2) and supplier (5) to supply component (3). Both suppliers (5) and (15) have the 
lowest defect rate among the group. However, supplier (11) is ranked the fifth based on the lowest 
defect rate. The reason of selecting the supplier 11 is that both purchasing and transportation 
costs are lower than the other suppliers, so the reduction in the operational cost compensate the 
slightly higher defect rate the supplier has. The price of component (1) from supplier (11) is $1.6 
whereas the prices were $3.15 and $2.2 from supplier (9) and (12) respectively. In this instance, 
plant (2) was selected in both cases. Without including the cost of quality the selection was based 
on the operational cost only but in the other case, it was found that the plant has the lowest 
variable prevention cost. However, the fixed cost for internal failure, the fixed prevention cost, the 
fixed and variable costs of the appraisal were in the middle comparing to the other plants. The 
retailer (4) which was selected based on the operational cost in the first case happened to have 





Instance 3- class III (medium size) 
In this instance, supplier (15) was selected to supply component (1), supplier (17) to supply 
component (2) and supplier (25) to supply component (3). Although selected suppliers have a low 
defect rates, they were not the lowest among the group. However, the purchasing and 
transportation costs are lower than the other suppliers, so the reduction in the operational cost 
compensate the slightly higher defect rates. In this instance, plant 26 was selected in by both 
models and it was found that the plant has the lowest variable prevention cost. However, fixed 
cost for internal failure, fixed prevention cost, fixed and variable costs of the appraisal were in the 
middle compared to the other plants. The retailer (13) which was selected based on the 
operational cost in the first case did not have the lowest defect rate but comparing the 
transportation cost from the plant selected with the other competing retailers with better defect 
rate it was found that the selected retailer has lower transportation cost. The explanation for the 
selection of retailers is that the model select the retailers that balances transportation costs and 














 CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSION  
The purpose of this research was to develop a mathematical model for multi-products, 
multi-component supply chain network with COQ integrated and to develop efficient solution 
algorithms base on metaheuristics methods and compare them to find out if one outperformed 
the other and also to discuss the effect of including the COQ on the route selected for the supply 
chain. In this research, two algorithms were developed one of them base on Genetic algorithm 
and the other was based on Tabu Search. According to the statistical analysis conducted it was 
found that at small problem both algorithms performed close to each other, however, as size 
increased it was found that the GA out performed Tabu search. Furthermore numerical analysis 
and comparison between the supply chain with and without COQ indicated that in more than 93% 
of the problems, the inclusion of the COQ did alter the selection of the business entities in the 
chain. 
For future work on the area of solution methodology I suggest developing a hyper 
algorithm based on GA and TS. Other metaheuristic algorithm such as Ant Colony and Partial 
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APPENDIX (A): CPLEX CODES FOR CASES (1), (2) AND (3) 
 
/********************************************* 
 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Waleed Gueir 
 Case 1 SCN-Linearized 
 *********************************************/ 
 /*SETS*/ 
 int I=...; /* Suppliers */ 
 int J=...; /* Plants */ 
 int K=...; /* Retailers */ 
/* int B=...; /* Components */ 
 int M=...; /* Products */ 
 
 /* parameters */ 
 int Cs[1..I][1..M]=...; 
 /*CAPACITY OF SUPPLIER */ 
 float Ps[1..I][1..M]=...; 
 /*price per component b from supplier i*/ 
  float Ts[1..I][1..J][1..M]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of component b from supplier i to plant j*/ 
 float CPm[1..M][1..J]=...; 
 /*production cost of product m at plant j*/ 
 float Tp[1..M][1..J][1..K]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of product m from plant j to retalair k */ 
 int F[1..J]=...; 
 /*fixed production cost of plant j*/ 
int Pr[1..M][1..K]=...; 
  /*price of product m produced at plant j*/ 
/*int H[1..M]=...;  
/*int H[1..M][1..B]=...;  
 /*number of components b in product m */ 
int D[1..M][1..K]=...; 
 /*demand of product m at retailer k */ 
 /* variables */ 
/* dvar boolean S[1..I];*/ 
 dvar int+ x[1..I][1..M]; 
 /*Number of componenets b from supplier i*/ 
 dvar boolean P[1..J]; 
 dvar boolean R[1..K]; 
 /*dvar int+ W[1..M][1..J]; 
/* dvar int+ Wb[1..M][1..J]; 
 dvar int+ Wg[1..M][1..J];*/ 
dvar int+ Y[1..I][1..M][1..J]; 









-sum(i in 1..I, m in 1..M)(x[i][m]*Ps[i][m]) 
-sum(i in 1..I,m in 1..M, j in 1..J)(Ts[i][j][m]* Y[i][m][j]) 
/*-sum(i in 1..I,m in 1..M, j in 1..J)(Ts[i][j][m]* x[i][m]*P[j])*/ 
-sum(m in 1..M, j in 1..J,k in 1..K)(CPm[m][j]*D[m][k]*Z[j][k]) 
/*-sum(m in 1..M, j in 1..J,k in 1..K)(CPm[m][j]*D[m][k]*R[k]*P[j])*/ 
-sum(k in 1..K,m in 1..M,j in 1..J)(Tp[m][j][k]*D[m][K]*Z[j][k]) 
/*-sum(k in 1..K,m in 1..M,j in 1..J)(Tp[m][j][k]*D[m][K]*P[j]*R[k])*/ 
-sum(j in 1..J)(F[j]*P[j]); 
 
 subject to { 
   /*2*/   sum(j in 1..J)P[j]== 1; 
c03:sum(k in 1..K)R[k]== 1; 
   /*3*/ C01:forall (i in 1..I, m in 1..M)   x[i][m]<=Cs[i][m]; 
/*5*/ C02: forall (m in 1..M)    sum(i in 1..I) x[i][m]==sum(k in 1..K) D[m][k]*R[k]; 
/*linearizing the term (xib*pj)*/ 
c04: forall (i in 1..I, m in 1..M, j in 1..J)  Y[i][m][j]<=P[j]*100000000; 
c05: forall (i in 1..I, m in 1..M, j in 1..J)  Y[i][m][j]<=x[i][m]; 
c06: forall (i in 1..I, m in 1..M, j in 1..J)   Y [i][m][j]>= x[i][m]+(P[j]-1)*100000000; 
   /*linearizing the term (Rk*pj)*/ 
    
 c07: forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=P[j]; 
  c08:forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=R[k];  





 * OPL 12.5.1.0 Model 
 * Author: Waleed Gueir 
  
 Case 2 SCN-Linearized 
 *********************************************/ 
 /*SETS*/ 
 int I=...; /* Suppliers */ 
 int J=...; /* Plants */ 
 int K=...; /* Retailers */ 
 int B=...; /* Components  
 
 /* parameters * 
 int Cs[1..I][1..B]=...; 
 /*CAPACITY OF SUPPLIER */ 
float Ps[1..I][1..B]=...; 
 /*price per component b from supplier i*/ 
float Ts[1..I][1..J][1..B]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of component b from supplier i to plant j*/ 
float CPm [1..J]=...; 
 /*production cost of product m at plant j*/ 
  
 float Tp[1..J][1..K]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of product m from plant j to retalair k */ 





 /*fixed production cost of plant j*/ 
int Pr[1..K]=...; 
  /*price of product m produced at plant j*/ 
int H[1..B]=...;  
 /*number of components b in product */ 
 int D[1..K]=...; 
 /*demand of product m at retailer k */ 
 /* variables */ 
 dvar int+ x[1..I][1..B]; 
 /*Number of componenets b from supplier i*/ 
dvar boolean P[1..J]; 
  
dvar boolean R[1..K]; 
dvar int+ Y[1..I][1..B][1..J]; 
dvar boolean Z[1..J][1..K]; 
 
//Objective Function 
maximize sum(k in 1..K)(Pr[k]*D[k]*R[k]) 
-sum(i in 1..I, b in 1..B)(x[i][b]*Ps[i][b]) 
-sum(i in 1..I,b in 1..B, j in 1..J)(Ts[i][j][b]* Y[i][b][j]) 
/*-sum(i in 1..I,b in 1..B, j in 1..J)(Ts[i][j][b]* x[i][b]*P[j])*/ 
-sum( j in 1..J,k in 1..K)(CPm[j]*D[k]*Z[j][k]) 
/*-sum( j in 1..J,k in 1..K)(CPm[j]*D[k]*R[k]*P[j])*/ 
-sum(k in 1..K,j in 1..J)(Tp[j][k]*D[K]*Z[j][k]) 
/*-sum(k in 1..K,j in 1..J)(Tp[j][k]*D[K]*P[j]*R[k])*/ 
-sum(j in 1..J)(F[j]*P[j]); 
 
 subject to { 
   /*2*/   sum(j in 1..J)P[j]== 1; 
c03:sum(k in 1..K)R[k]== 1; 
 
   /*3*/ C01:forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B)   x[i][b]<=Cs[i][b]; 
      
   /*5*/ C02: forall (b in 1..B)    sum(i in 1..I) x[i][b]==sum(k in 1..K) H[b]* D[k]*R[k]; 
 
/*linearizing the term (xib*pj)*/ 
     
c04: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)  Y[i][b][j]<=P[j]*100000000; 
  
c05: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)  Y[i][b][j]<=x[i][b]; 
  
c06: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)   Y [i][b][j]>= x[i][b]+(P[j]-1)*100000000; 
   /*linearizing the term (Rk*pj)*/ 
    
 c07: forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=P[j]; 
  c08:forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=R[k];  









 * Author: Waleed Gueir 
  
   Case 3 SCN-Linearized 
 *********************************************/ 
  /*SETS*/ 
 int I=...; /* Suppliers */ 
 int J=...; /* Plants */ 
 int K=...; /* Retailers */ 
 int B=...; /* Components */ 
 int M=...; /* Products */ 
  
 /* parameters */ 
  
 int Cs[1..I][1..B]=...; 
 /*CAPACITY OF SUPPLIER */ 
 float Ps[1..I][1..B]=...; 
 /*price per component b from supplier i*/ 
  float Ts[1..I][1..J][1..B]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of component b from supplier i to plant j*/ 
 float CPm[1..M][1..J]=...; 
 /*production cost of product m at plant j*/ 
 float Tp[1..M][1..J][1..K]=...; 
 /*transportation cost of product m from plant j to retalair k */ 
 int F[1..J]=...; 
 /*fixed production cost of plant j*/ 
int Pr[1..M][1..K]=...; 
  /*price of product m produced at plant j*/ 
int H[1..M][1..B]=...;  
 /*number of components b in product m */ 
 int D[1..M][1..K]=...; 
 /*demand of product m at retailer k */ 
  
/* variables */ 
/* dvar boolean S[1..I];* 
 dvar int+ x[1..I][1..B]; 
 /*Number of componenets b from supplier i*/ 
 dvar boolean P[1..J]; 
 dvar boolean R[1..K]; 
 /*dvar int+ W[1..M][1..J]; 
/* dvar int+ Wb[1..M][1..J]; 
 dvar int+ Wg[1..M][1..J];*/ 
dvar int+ Y[1..I][1..B][1..J]; 




maximize sum(m in 1..M,k in 1..K)(Pr[m][k]*D[m][k]*R[k]) 
-sum(i in 1..I, b in 1..B)(x[i][b]*Ps[i][b]) 
-sum(i in 1..I,b in 1..B, j in 1..J)(Ts[i][j][b]* Y[i][b][j]) 
-sum(m in 1..M, j in 1..J,k in 1..K)(CPm[m][j]*D[m][k]*Z[j][k]) 





-sum(j in 1..J)(F[j]*P[j]); 
 
 subject to { 
   /*2*/   c01:sum(j in 1..J)P[j]==1; 
/*c0111:sum(k in 1..K)R[k]>= 1;*/ 
  
   /*3*/ c02:forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B)   x[i][b]<=Cs[i][b]; 
      
   /*5*/ c03:forall (b in 1..B)    sum(i in 1..I)x[i][b]>=sum(m in 1..M,k in 1..K)H[m][b]*D[m][k]*R[k]; 
/*linearizing the term (xib*pj)*/ 
c04: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)  Y[i][b][j]<=P[j]*100000000; 
  
c05: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)  Y[i][b][j]<=x[i][b]; 
  
c06: forall (i in 1..I, b in 1..B, j in 1..J)   Y [i][b][j]>= x[i][b]+(P[j]-1)*100000000; 
/*linearizing the term (Rk*pj)*/ 
    
  c07: forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=P[j]; 
  c08:forall (j in 1..J, k in 1..K)  Z[j][k]<=R[k];  





























%% GA for the model Multi-Products Multi-Component each 
%Waleed Gueir University of Tennessee. 
%Engineering Management Department 
  
  
%% Problem Definition and Parameters 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
%% 
%GA Parameters 
%MaxIt=500;          % Maximum Number of Iterations 
nPop=150;             % Population Size 
v=50 
pCrossover=0.8;     % Crossover Percentage 
nCrossover=round(pCrossover*nPop/2)*2; % Number for u=k+1:I*b 
%  pop(i).position(1,u)=3 
%endof Parents (Offsprings) 
pMutation=0.7;                        % Mutation Percentage 
nMutation=round(pMutation*nPop);      % Number of Mutants 
mu=0.06;                              % Mutation Rate 











    pop(i).position=zeros(M,L) 
n=randi(I) 
    for W=1:M; 
        for x=1:b; 
          pop(i).position (W,(n-1)*b+x)=t(W,x); 
        end 
    end 
r=randi(J); 
    for W=1:M 
        pop(i).position(W,I*b+r)=1; 
    end 





    %products) 
        pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+1)=randi([4,25])/100; 
        pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+2)=randi([4,25])/100; 
    for gt=1:M 
        pop(i).position(gt,I*b+J+1)=pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+1) 
        pop(i).position(gt,I*b+J+2)=pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+2) 
    end 
q=randi(K); 
    for W=1:M 
        pop(i).position(W,I*b+J+2+q)=1; 
    end 
end 
for i=v:nPop 
    pop(i).position=zeros(M,L) 
% selecting random component only not all component supplied by the same 
% supplier 
   for c=1:b 
            r=randi(I)          
            for W=1:M 
                pop(i).position(W,(r-1)*b+c)=t(W,c) 
            end 
   end 
%selecting the plant 
r=randi(J); 
    for W=1:M 
        pop(i).position(W,I*b+r)=1; 
    end 
%setting the rates equal to the first value(rates are equal for all 
 %products) 
        pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+1)=randi([4,25])/100; 
        pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+2)=randi([4,25])/100; 
    for gt=1:M 
        pop(i).position(gt,I*b+J+1)=pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+1) 
        pop(i).position(gt,I*b+J+2)=pop(i).position(1,I*b+J+2) 
    end 
% for the retailer 
    q=randi(K); 
    for W=1:M 
        pop(i).position(W,I*b+J+2+q)=1; 
    end 
    % 
     
end 
for i=1:nPop 
[ pop(i).cost ]=objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, pop(i).position,t 
,D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
    pop(i).cost=pop(i).cost(1); 
end 








% Store Best Solution 
BestSol=pop(1:5); 





while Counter <15 
    % Calculate Selection Probabilities 
    p=exp(-SelectionPressure*Profit/WorstProfit); 
    p=p/sum(p); 
    % Crossover 
    popc=repmat(empty_individual,nCrossover/2,2); 
for k=1:nCrossover/2 
i1=RouletteWheel(p); 
        i2=RouletteWheel(p); 
        p1=pop(i1); p2=pop(i2); 
popc(k,1).position=p1.position; popc(k,2).position=p2.position; 
[popc(k,1).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, popc(k,1).position,t 
,D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
        [ popc(k,2).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, popc(k,2).position,t 
,D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
       popc(k,1).cost =popc(k,1).cost(1)  
       popc(k,2).cost =popc(k,2).cost(1)  
    end 
% Mutation 
    popm=repmat(empty_individual,nMutation,1); 
for k=1: nMutation 
        i=RouletteWheel(p); 
pp=pop(i); 
popm(k).position=Mutation(pop(k).position,I,b,M,J); 
        [ popm(k).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, popm(k).position,t 
,D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
popm(k).cost=popm(k).cost(1); 
    end 
% Merge 
pop=[pop;popm]; 
    oo=popc(:,1) 
    ooo=popc(:,2) 
    ooe=[oo; ooo]  
   pop=[pop; popm; ooe]; 
% Sort Population 
    Profit=[pop.cost]; 
    [Profit, SortOrder]=sort(Profit,'descend'); 
    pop=pop(SortOrder); 
pop=pop(1:nPop) 
    Profit=Profit(1:nPop) 
% Store Best Solution 
    BestSol=pop(1); 





    WorstProfit=min(WorstProfit,min(Profit)); 
% Store Best Cost 
    BestCost(it)=BestSol.cost; 
% Display Iteration Information 
    disp(['Iteration ' num2str(it) ': Best Cost = ' num2str(BestCost(it))]); 
CurrentBest=BestCost(it); 
    if CurrentBest==PreviousBest 
        Counter=Counter+1; 
    end 
    if CurrentBest<PreviousBest 
        Counter=0; 
    end 
    if Counter==15 
        disp(['number of interation(s) before convergence is: ' num2str(it-40)]); 
    end 
    PreviousBest=CurrentBest; 






%% Objective function 
function [ Profit ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, pop_position,t , 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
% Summary of this function goes here 
% Detailed explanation goes here 




 for m=1:M; 
      Sale=Sale+D(1,m)*Sp(m)         
 end 
purches=0; 
 for m=1:M; 
    for i=1:I; 
       for c=1:b; 
        purches=purches+Cpur(1,(i-1)*b+c)*pop_position(m,(i-1)*b+c) 
       end  
    end 
 end 
Transsp=0; 
for m=1:M                                                                                                                                          
    for j=1:J 
        for i=1:I 
            for c=1:b 
                Transsp=Transsp+Tsp(i,j,c)*pop_position(m,(i-1)*b+c)*pop_position(m,I*b+j) 
            end 









     




     for k=1:K 
         for m=1:M 
            Transpr=Transpr+D(1,m)*Tp_to_r(j,k,m)*pop_position(m,I*b+J+2+k)*pop_position(m,I*b+j) 
         end 
     end 
end 
%Fixed Production Cost 
Fp=0; 
for j=1:J; 
    for m=1 
    Fp=Fp+Fpp(1,j)*pop_position(m,I*b+j); 






    Cpff=Cpff+Cpf(1,j)*pop_position(1,I*b+j); 
    %find way to use m instead of 1 
end  
xib=zeros(1,M); 
  xib(1,m)=0;  
 for m=1:M; 
     
      for c=1:I*b;  







 %find way to replace 1 with general term. 




    for m=1:M; 












   Cafc=Cafc+Caf(1,j)*pop_position(1,I*b+j); 
   %Cavc=Cavc+ket(1,m) 




    for m=1:M 
   Cavc=Cavc+Cav(1,j)*D(1,m)*(1-pop_position(m,I*b+J+2))*pop_position(m,I*b+j); 
    end 
end 
Caq=Cafc+Cavc; 
%Internal Failure  
Cifc=0; 
%fixed cost for internal failure 
for j=1:J 
    Cifc=Cifc+Ciff(1,j)*pop_position(1,I*b+j); 




 %find way to replace 1 with general term. 




    for m=1:M 
     inf1= inf1+ Cr(m,j)*sum2(1,m)*pop_position(1,I*b+j)*(1-pop_position(m,I*b+J+2))*Rejm(m,j); 
       %should i multiply by the rework rate? 




    for j=1:J 
   tu(:,:)= Cr(m,j)+Css(m,j); 




 for j=1:J 
% %     inf2=inf2+(tu(m,j))* xib(1,m)*(1- pop_position(m,I*b+J+2))*pop_position(1,I*b+j)*Rejm(m,j); 





 for j=1:J 












 for j=1:J 





 for j=1:J 






 for j=1:J 
    Ex3=Ex3+( (xib(1,m)+sum2(1,m))*(pop_position(m,I*b+J+2))*pop_position(1,I*b+j)) 

































     Child2(subProducts,1:I*b)=parent1(subProducts,1:I*b); 
elseif c==02  
     Child1(:,I*b+1:I*b+J)=parent2(:,I*b+1:I*b+J); 
     Child2(:,I*b+1:I*b+J)=parent1(:,I*b+1:I*b+J); 
elseif c==3 
Child1(subProducts,I*b+J+1:I*b+J+2)=parent2(subProducts,I*b+J+1:I*b+J+2); 








     Child2(:,(subsupplier(2)-1)*b+1:(subsupplier(2)-1)*b+b)=parent2(:,(subsupplier(1)-
1)*b+1:(subsupplier(1)-1)*b+b); 
  
 elseif c==5 
 
    Child1(:,subcomponent(1))=parent2(:,(subcomponent(2)); 
    Child2(:,subcomponent(2))=parent1(:,(subcomponent(1)); 
elseif c==0 
Child1(:,subcomponent(1))=parent2(:,(subcomponent(2)); 
















    if X(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01>0.02 
       Y(:,I*b+J+1)=X(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01   
    end 
 if X(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01>0.02 
       Y(:,I*b+J+2)=X(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01   
 end 
elseif c==4 
    if X(:,I*b+J+1)+0.01<0.3 





    end 
 if X(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01<0.3 
       Y(:,I*b+J+2)=X(:,I*b+J+2)+0.01   




%select some componenets 
bb=randi(b); 
subComponenets=randsample(1:b,bb); 
%for each component choose two suppliers 
for i=1:bb 
    comp=subComponenets(i); 
    subSupplier=randsample(1:I,2); 
      
    s1=Y(subProducts,(subSupplier(1)-1)*b+comp); 
    s2=Y(subProducts,(subSupplier(2)-1)*b+comp); 
    portion=floor(rand*s1); 
    Y(subProducts,(subSupplier(1)-1)*b+comp)=s1-portion; 




































%% Tabu Search for the model Multi-products MULTI-Component each 
%Waleed Gueir. University of Tennessee 
%% 

























    initialsolution.position=zeros(M,L) 
n=randi(I) 
    for W=1:M; 
        for x=1:b; 
           initialsolution.position (W,(n-1)*b+x)=t(W,x); 
        end 
    end 
    r=randi(J); 
    for W=1:M 
         initialsolution.position(W,I*b+r)=1; 
    end 
         initialsolution.position(1,I*b+J+1)=randi([1,30])/100; 
         initialsolution.position(1,I*b+J+2)=randi([1,30])/100; 
for gt=1:M 
         initialsolution.position(gt,I*b+J+1)=  initialsolution.position(1,I*b+J+1); 





        end 
q=randi(K); 
    for W=1:M 
         initialsolution.position(W,I*b+J+2+q)=1; 
    end 
[  initialsolution.cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M, initialsolution.position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 











 while Counter <100 







      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+f)=0 
      end      
end 
u=randi(J) 
     for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+u)=1 
          
     end 
moveslist(1)=moves 






      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+J+2+q)=0 
      end      
end 
u=randi(K) 
     for tr=1:M 







 [ moveslist(2).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(2).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
moveslist(2).cost=moveslist(2).cost(1);   
moves=solution 
for n=1:I 
    for x=1:b 
       for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,(n-1)*b+x)=0 
       end 




    for tr=1:M; 
        for x=1:b; 
          moves.position(tr,(y-1)*b+x)=t(tr,x); 
        end 
    end 
moveslist(3)=moves 
% movesl3=moves  










% movesl4=moves  
[ moveslist(4).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(4).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk 
 moveslist(4).cost=moveslist(4).cost(1); 
% %  
% %  if moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01>0.02 
% %        moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)=X(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01   
% %  end 
% % %  if X(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01>0.02 
% % %        Y(:,I*b+J+2)=X(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01   
% % %  end 
moves=solution 
for f=1:J 
      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+f)=0 
      end      
end 
 
     u=randi(J) 
     for tr=1:M 







     
% movesl5=moves   
  





      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+f)=0 
      end      
end 
u=randi(J) 
     for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+u)=1 
          
     end 
moveslist(6)=moves 
% movesl6=moves   
[ moveslist(6).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(6).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
moveslist(6).cost=moveslist(6).cost(1); 
%7-change in the defect rate 
moves=solution 
if moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01>0.02 
       moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)=moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01   
 end 
 moveslist(7)=moves 
% movesl7=moves   
 [ moveslist(7).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(7).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
% [ movesl7.cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,movesl7.position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
 moveslist(7).cost=moveslist(7).cost(1); 
%8-change in the  rate of error 
moves=solution 
if moves.position(:,I*b+J+2)-0.01>0.02 
       moves.position(:,I*b+J+2)=moves.position(:,I*b+J+1)-0.01   
 end 
 moveslist(8)=moves 
% movesl8=moves   





      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+f)=0 






 %filling randomlly selected J cell with 1 
u=randi(J) 
     for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+u)=1 
          
     end 
moveslist(9)=moves 
% movesl9=moves   
 [ moveslist(9).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(9).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
% [ movesl9.cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,movesl6.position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
 moveslist(9).cost=moveslist(9).cost(1);  
moves=solution 
for f=1:J 
      for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+f)=0 
      end      
end 
 %filling randomlly selected J cell with 1 
u=randi(J) 
     for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,I*b+u)=1 
          
     end 
moveslist(10)=moves 
% movesl10=moves   
 [ moveslist(10).cost ] = objfun1( I,b, J,K, M,moveslist(10).position,t, 
D,Sp,Cpur,Tsp,Pc,Tp_to_r,Fpp,Cpf,Cpv,Caf,Cav,Ciff,Cr,Css,Yibs,Rejm,Psal,Crep,Yjmk) 
moveslist(10).cost=moveslist(10).cost(1); 
% solutions for different suppliers I 
moves=solution 
for n=1:I 
    for x=1:b 
       for tr=1:M 
         moves.position(tr,(n-1)*b+x)=0 
       end 




        y=randi(I) 
        for x=1:b; 
moves.position(tr,(y-1)*b+x)=t(tr,x); 
end 
    end 
moveslist(11)=moves 
% movesl3=moves  
  












%COMPARE THE SOLUTION WITH TABUE LIST 
%BestSol=moveslistl(1); 
if isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(1).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(1).position)==0 && isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(1).position)==0  
BestSol=moveslistl(1)    
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(2).position)==0&&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(2).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(2).position)==0  
BestSol=moveslistl(2) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(3).position)==0&&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(3).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(3).position)==0  
BestSol=moveslistl(3) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(4).position)==0&&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(4).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(4).position)==0  
BestSol=moveslistl(4) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(5).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(5).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(5).position)==0  
BestSol=moveslistl(5) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(6).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(6).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(6).position)==0   
BestSol=moveslistl(6) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(7).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(7).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(7).position)==0   
BestSol=moveslistl(7) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(8).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(8).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(8).position)==0   
BestSol=moveslistl(8) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(9).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(9).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(9).position)==0   
BestSol=moveslistl(9) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(10).position)==0 &&isequal 
(tabulist(2).position,moveslistl(10).position)==0 &&isequal (tabulist(3).position,moveslistl(10).position)==0   
BestSol=moveslistl(10) 
elseif isequal (tabulist(1).position,moveslistl(11).position)==0 &&isequal 





%filling the tabu list 
 y=it 
 if rem(y+4,k)==0 
tabulist(1)=BestSol 













% % % % % % % % % %UPDATE THE BEST SOLUTION 
if BestSol.cost> TheBestSolution.cost 
TheBestSolution=BestSol 
% % else  






    % Display Iteration Information 
    disp(['Iteration ' num2str(it) ': Best Cost = ' num2str(BestCost(it))]); 
CurrentBest=BestCost(it); 
    if CurrentBest==PreviousBest 
        Counter=Counter+1; 
if CurrentBest<PreviousBest 
        Counter=0; 
    end 
    if Counter==40 
        disp(['number of interation(s) before convergence is: ' num2str(it-40)]); 
    end 
    PreviousBest=CurrentBest; 
    it=it+1; 
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